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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, August 17, 1981

Requested By Calloway Board

Escapees
Are Caught

City Board To Consider
Student Exchange Plan

From AP,Staff Reports
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — Two inmates who escaped from the Kentucky State Penitentiary at Eddyville
Thursday night were apprehended by
Hopkinsville police Saturday morning, authorities reported.
The pair was spotted by a woman
who drove past them as they walked
down the street near an industrial
park in Hopkinsville, according to
police detective Tom Danter.
The woman alerted police after she
recognized the men from pictures in a
local newspaper, Danter said.
The escapees have been identified
by police as James Ray Johnson, 46,
Glasgol, and Michael A. Nicklen, 30,
Michigan.
The men reportedly had stolen a car
in Lyon County.

In a special meeting Tuesday, the
Murray Independent School Board
will consider a "potential model"
policy on non-resident pupil attendance sent by the Calloway County
School Board that could result in an
estimated $70,000$90,000 in student
aid funds for the county system.
The policy, written and currently
utilized by the Warren County and
Bowling Green school districts, was
sent to the Murray board for its consideration and input, Dr. Jack Rose,
Calloway superintendent, did.
The county board approved of the
action in Thursday's school board
meeting. The Calloway board has not
approved the policy.
Clauses of the policy state that
school systems will release average
daily attendances on its resident

Two Arrests Made
In Panorama Theft

a.

•1.

'BEGINNER'S LUCK' — Kaye Peebles (left) is assisted by Susan
Peebles and jean Murdock in preparing black and white prints for
display at the Calloway County Public Library. The photographic
collection, titled "Beginner's Luck," will be shown in the middle section of the main library throughout August. Contributors to the
display were participants in two photography workshops sponsored
by the library this summer. Kaye Peebles and Nita Baugh, both experienced photographers, were the instructors in the workshops.
The display is open to the public.

Administration Considering
Resuming Warplane Shipments
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By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. ( AP) —
President Reagan is assembling his
National Security Council to decide on
resuming shipments of Americanmade warplanes to Israel.
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin said Sunday Reagan -has
decided to right that wrong" and may
lift the suspension today or Tuesday.
After spending 10 days at his ranch
atop the Santa Ynez Mountains,
Reagan was kicking off a five-day trip
to Los Angeles today with a threehour National Security Council
meeting on the Israeli jets, the MX
mobile missile system and the B-1
bomber.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said the session was "a
review of foreign policy in general,
with probably an emphasis on the
Middle East."
Reagan said Thursday he would announce this week his decision on
resuming deliveries of F-15 and F-16
jets to Israel.
The shipments of four F-16s were
held up two months ago pending a
determination of whether Israel's use
of American-made planes to bomb
Iraq's nuclear reactor June 7 violated
an agreement to use them only for
defensive purposes.
The suspension was broadened
after Israel's July 17 air raid on
Palestinian guerrilla headquarters in
Beirut.
In all, two F-15s, considered the
most advanced fighter plane, and 14
F-16s have been withhe!.4
Begin says the reactor raid was a
pre-emptive defensive strike because
Iraq could have made nuclear
weapons for use against Israel.
In Jerusalem on Sunday, Begin said
"these are Israeli planes" and im-

plied that Americans have no right to
dictate how they are used just
because they were manufactured in
the United States.
Speakes, however, said "the Israeli
government knows where we stand
and what our laws require. Any country we sell arms to we expect to abide
by U.S. law concerning these sales."
Begin denounced the suspension as
"absolutely unjustifiable."
A wrong
said after a
his strategy
Reagan in

was done to Israel," he
Cabinet meeting to plot
for Sept. 8-9 talks with
Washington. "But now

President Reagan has decided to right
that wrong."
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. met privately with Reagan
on Sunday and, along with Defense
Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger and
others, was to attend the National
Security Council meeting today.
Speakes denied published reports
that Haig was using his private
meeting with Reagan to lobby for
deploying the MX missile in landbased shelters. Haig reportedly differs on that issue with Weinberger,
who is said to prefer an airborne
system.

Calloway In-Service Set
Teachers in the Calloway County
School System will have an opportunity to attend an in-service training session Wednesday, Aug. 19, at the high
school.
Optional in-service will begin at 8
a.m. with Russell Below, Bureau of
Instruction in Frankfort, presenting
an overview of new accreditation
standards.
Various mini-sessions to be held
during the day will include:
Detections of child abuse by Mrs.
Murray Neal, Special Prosecution
Bureau in Frankfort.
Creative ways to teach spelling,
sponsored by the Follette Publishing
Company.
First aid and safety by Janet Kirk,
Calloway County nurse.
CPR by Philip Adams, MurrayCalloway County Ambulance Service,
and Bennie Cooper, Murray State
University.
Kentucky
Individualized
Kindergarten training by ,Jerry
Millican.
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students, kindergarten through 12, attending the out-of-district school.
The system that receives an excess
of a one-to-one ratio will be required
to reimburse the other system onehalf of any aid received on those
students over the one-to-one ratio, the
policy states.
Rose estimated that one-half the aid
will total about $700 per student.
According to enrollment projections
for this fall by Rose and Murray board
attorney Don Overbey, about 200
county students are expected to attend the city schools while 100 city
students will go to county schools.
The letter to the Murray board was
turned over to Overbey. He said that
he felt the board in its Tuesday
meeting will appoint a committee to
investigate the matter.

Calloway board members also have
the policy under consideration.
Rose said the policy was sent to the
Murray board because it was in
operation" and "it looked good to us
( the county board)."
Prior to 1978, the school districts
had a free exchange of students, with
no penalties or restrictions, Overbey
said.
In 1978, Calloway placed restrictions on pupil exchange which have
been amended several times, Rose
said.
Rose said the school board placed
restrictions on pupil exchanges due to
enrollment problems at Southwest
Elementary School.
Murray School Board Chairman
Don Henry withheld comment until
after Tuesday's board meeting.

Controllers' Strike In Third Week

Two Murrayans arrested by
Calloway County Sheriff's Office officials were to appear in Calloway
County District Court today, a
sheriff's spokesman said.
Both arrested early today, Steve
Barnett, 29, and Glenda Sue Johnson,
21, each were charged with seconddegree burglary and theft by unlawful
taking over $100, the spokesman said.
The charges stem from a recent
break-in at Panorama Shores, the
spokesman said.
Bond for each was set at $10,000, the
spokesman said.
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thunderstorms
Considerable cloudiness today
with highs in the low 80s.
Mostly cloudy tonight and
Tuesday with a chance of
showers. Lows tonight in the mid
60s. Highs Tuesday in the low 80s.
Winds east to northeast 10 to 15
mph today through Tuesday.
Chances of rain are 20 percent
tonight and 30 percent on Tues.--

day.

-

Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

357.34
357.31

• Review of CTBS tests taken by all
grades last spring.
Local and community history by
Dr. Joe Cartwright, Murray State.
• Kentucky Educational Television
productions by Tom Vittitow, KET.
Nutruition by Bonnie Harris, Dairy
and Nutrition Council.

No./Major Delays, Disruptions
Reported On European Flights
/)

By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With planes
rerouted across the Atlantic, the
government reported no major delays
or disruptions for European travelers
today as Portuguese air controllers
refused to handle U.S. flights in sympathy with their striking American
colleagues.
Transportation Secretary Drew
Lewis, meanwhile, told the American
controllers, beginning their third
week on strike, that they will have to
prove intimidation or harassment to
get their jobs back. Just saying
they're sorry isn't enough, Lewis
declared.
Lewis said that while about 15 percent of trans-Atlantic flights are affected by the two-day boycott that
began at 8 p.m. EDT Sunday, he anticipated "no significant impact" on
travel to and from Europe.
There might be delays in arrival as
flights are rerouted farther north, to
be handled by Canadian and British
controllers, Lewis said.
Dennis Feldman, a Federal Aviation Administration spokesman who
had said delays could run up to three
hours, said today: "Everything is going normally. They're moving with no
significant delays."
Portugal's 300 controllers, who man
the key Azores control center and normally handle 40 to 50 American flights
a day, said their boycott would last
until 8 p.m. EDT Tuesday as a show of
support for the 12,000 striking
American controllers.
The Reagan administration has
fired most of the strikers, and Lewis
said Sunday that reinstatement won't

be easy.
"Those that are out there at the
picket line and strike, there's no way
they can come back," Lewis said in an
interview in his office.
He discounted reports from union
leaders in some parts of the country
that Federal Aviation Administration
supervisors were telling strikers they
could get their jobs back just by say-

ing they had been afraid to cross
picket lines. Lewis said some
evidence must be presented that the
controller had tried to go to work but
was stopped by intimidation and harrasstnent from the union or strikers.
He said 130 requests have been
received from controllers wanting to
resume Work, but only three have
been accepted so far.

A Prayer For The
First Day Of School
As local school doors open this week, it seems appropriate that the following prayer, written by Corinne
McNutt, be shared with our readers. Mrs. McNutt composed the prayer in anticipation of her grandson, Casey
McNutt, beginning his first day of school.
A GRANDMOTHER'S PRAYER
Dear Lord,
My little grandson starts to school tomorrow. I doubt he
will sleep a wink tonight. Help him to quiet down and try to
rest.
Lord, bless him tomorrow as he puts on his new clothes
and shoes.
Be with him Lord, as he goes inside the school. Let him
not be lonely or afraid in his new and challenging world. Be
with his teacher and help my little one to love, respect and
appreciate her.
And, oh Lord, be with me,for a whole new aspect of my
education is also beginning. Tomorrow, I start learning
how to let my grandson go.
There is no better way than to entrust him into your
care.

Delegates Declare 'State Of Crisis'

KEA Adopts Plan To Fight Budget Cuts
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Education Association has
adopted a five-part program to fight
recent cuts in the state education
budget after giving Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. the silent treatment.
More than 400 members of the
KEA's delegate assembly, meeting in
special session for the first time in
more than a decade Saturday, overwhelmingly declared''a state of crisis
for public education in Kentucky."
The delegates directed their legal
counsel to file suit challenging the
legality and constitutionality of the
840.2 million in cuts announced last
month by Brown.
They also adopted a plan of political
action directed at legislative candidates in the November general election and Mal out as a "bargaining
chip" their endorsement of the succession amendment to the state constitution.
The teachers are particularly upset
over Brown's elimination of two inservice training days, for which they
will lose salary, and reduction of $9;5
million in state contributions to the
eater retirement system.

The teachers emphasized their
displeasure with Brown when he
showed up at the meeting at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel to explain his reasoning for the cuts.
Although they stood when Brown
entered and left the room, the
delegates made no sound and made no
response when Brown opened the
floor for questions.
Brown, who was accompanied by
state Finance Secretary George
Atkins and budget director Bob Watren, told the teachers they had fared
better than other segments of state
government as a result of the cuts.
"Education has been cut less than
any area of state government,"
Brown said.
Brown said the loss of the two inservice days will cost the average
teacher around $160, which he said
was one-half of one percent of the
average salary.
"That is "ii. small price to participate," he said. "You are part of
state government and have to take the
bad with the good.
"We don't have the money we had
before. I want you to understand
that," Brown said.
"I am a little surprised that your

reaction is this strong," Brown said.
"It shouldn't be. My conscience is
clear. I think it is fair, under these
conditions, to ask you to give up two
days."
KEA President Joyce Dotson said
she had informed a Brown aide Friday night that he would not be
welcome and stressed that he came
"against my advice as an uninvited
guest."
The political action plan adopted
Saturday calls for teachers to seek
commitments from legislators and
candidates to support restoring the
cuts in the 1982 General Assembly.
All 29,000 members of the KEA will
be asked to sign a petition asking for a
hold on further budget cuts. The petitions will be presented to legislators
at local district meetings by Oct. 23,
with Ms. Dotson presenting all of the
petitions to Brown and state
Superintendent of. Public Instruction
Raymond Barber by the end of Oc.•
- — •
tober.
The original proposal presented by
the board of directors called for the
petitions to be presented before Halloween, but the group changed the wording becatise they felt it would be too
flippant.

Teachers will wear stick-on badges
saying "STOP CUTS" during Labor
Day week Sept. 8-11.
The KEA deliberately voted to take
no position at this time on the succession amendment, which would allow
the governor and other statewide officers to succeed themselves in office,
and will be on the November ballot.
Ken Rosenbaum of Louisville, a
member of the board of directors,
said the timing of the move was
political.
"Personally the governor may not
give a hoot about education but I know
he cares about the succession amendment," Rosenbaum said.
Brown supports the amendment
and Rosenbaum said the KEA may
want to use its potential endorsement
as a bargaining lever.
"When you talk about bargaining
chips, the KEA board may later want
to take a position," Rosenbaum said.
KEA vice president Jon Henrickson
Letcher County said the plan "is not _
SOnle kind of ettiotional reaction.
believe the plan is strong but
realistic."
Ms. Doston said the KEA board
would evaluate the plan at its
November meeting to decide if additional action is needed.
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Bettye Sheppard—

Your Individual
Horoscope

Miss Lori Kaye Whitnell Wed
To Mr. Spraggs At Church

Frames Drake
FOR TUESDAY,AUGUST It, 1161
What hied of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Siga.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
A philosophic approach is
best now. Think in long-range
terms and forget about minor
concerns. Downplay ego to attain success.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 toMay 20)
You may feel you have no
time for yourself. The problems of others keep you occupied. Curb escapist tendencies. Face reality
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20) narY
You could overextend
yourself socially. Stabilize existing ties. Don't play the field
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to your own detriment. Accent
Miss Lon Kaye Wtutnell
loyalty.
and Fredrick Ray Spraggs 11
CANCER
(
C
) were married on June 27 in a
(June 21 to July 72) 49)
You want success now, but ceremony at the First Bapmust learn to pay attention to tist Church, Mayfield, with
details. Communications with the Rev. Dr. Guy C. Futral,
higher-ups could be strained. Jr., officiating.
Avoid misunderstandings.
A program of music was
LEO
presented
by Mr. and Mrs.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Utilize creativity. Keep your Mark Maslin, soloists, and
opinions to yourself now. Mrs. Sam Gray,organist.
Parents of the couple are
Others aren't ready to listen to
advice. Philosophic dif- Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
ferences surface.
Whitnell of Mayfield and Mr.
VIRGO
and Mrs. Fred Spraggs of
(Aug. 23 toSept. 72)
Make long-range plans af- Lexington.
The church was decorated
fecting domestic life. It's a
poor time to make in- with magnolia, baby's
vestments. Maintain the breath, and hurricane lamps
status quo in financial affairs. with white tapers.
LIBRA
The Bride
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -The
bride,
escorted to the
You can't help those who
aren't ready to help altar by her father, was
themselves. Close relations given in marriage by her
require give and take. parents.
Creative energy is at a peak.
She wore a formal gown of
candlelight chiffon appliSCORPIO
qued with hand-pearled
((ct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Though inner confidence is Alencon lace. The modified
mounting, an atmosphere of empire bodice was adorned
tension surrounds the job with pearled lace, and
arena. Do your duty quietly
and avoid unnecessary con- featured a scoop neckline.
Sheer, fitted sleeves were
flict.
SAGITTARIUS
,dititit). edged with lace and closed at
the wrists with miniature
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
A new friend will prove covered buttons.
helpful in the future, but social The softly flared skirt and
life today may present sane chapel-length train were enproblems. Others aren't easy
circled at the hemline with a
to get along with.
border of scalloped, hand
CAPRICORN
pearled lace. She chose a
(Dec.22toJan. 19) Iktf
A friend gives behind-the- pearled re-embroidered
scenes assistance. Career con- iklencon lace tiara with
cerns compete with family in- fingertip veil of silk illusion
terests. Don't take office pro- edged with lace.
blems home with you.
The bride carried a bouAQUARIUS
quet of white stephanotis and
(Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
You can put your foot in gardenias.
your mouth, now. The less Miss Cheri Mitchum of register.
Special wedding guests
said the better. Don't try to Burlington, N. C., was- her
convert others W your way of cousin's maid of honor. The were Mrs. C. H. Story and
thinking atpresent.
bridesmaids were Miss Mrs. R. H. Whitnell, both of
PISCES
X
Melissa Resler, Mayfield, Murray, grandmothers of.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Miss
Gina Spraggs, Lex- the bride, and Mr. and Mrs.
Worry about expenditures
only complicates matters. ington, sister of the groom, Woodrow Spraggs, Clinton,
grandparents of the groom.
Make up your mind to stick and Mrs. D. B. Efellkick
The new Mr. and Mrs.
with budgets. Unpaid bills re- Memphis,Tenn.
quire attention.
are residing in
Spraggs
The attendants wore idenRichmond. The bride will be
tical
gowns
of
apricot
YOU BORN TODAY have
executive talent and ad- fashioned with blouson a student at the University of
ministrative ability. Law, bodices and accordian Kentucky, Lexington,for the
politics, religion and public pleated skirts. Each carried fall semester, and the
service are some of the fields a cascade of daisies and groom,.who is employed at
in which you'll find fulfillKentucky Utilities, Hartment. You gravitate towards talisman roses.
ford, will also attend college.
The Groom
intellectual work and are also
Other Guests
attracted to the arts. You have The groom chose Tim
Others attending from out
the ability to commercialize McGlothin of Lexington as
your creative gifts and would his best man. Groomsmen of town were:
enjoy acting, film directing, were Kevin Doherty, LexMiss Frances Whitnell,
writing and criticism. Bankand Mrs. Porter
Mr.
ing and large enterprises may ington, Tab Titsworth, Holland, Mr. and Mrs. TomSharp,
and
D.
B.
Bostick
III,
also appeal to you. Though
my Gaines and Knsten, Mrs.
practical, you're imaginative Memphis,Tenn.
Jean
Cooper, Mrs. Kathy
and your work is marked by a Ushers were Bart Whitnell
touch of idealism.
and Chuck Whitnell, Sykes, Miss Robbie Marine,
brothers of the bride, and
Mark Mitchum, Burlington,
N. C., cousin of the bride.
Reception-Buffet
The reception-buffet was
held immediately following
the ceremony in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
The women of the Murray
The hall was decorated
Country
Club will play gulf
with magnolia leaves,
on Wednesday, Aug. 19, with
daisies,and candles.
Assisting were Mr. and Louise Lamb as hostess.
The lineup is as follows:
Mrs. Jack Kelliher. Serving
9 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
the guests were Miss Patty
Jackson, Clinton, Miss Rowena Cullom, Chris
Elizabeth
Sherry Grabeal, Paducah, Graham,
Miss Sandra Stark, Slusmeyer, and Molly Booth.
9:15 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Nashville, Tenn., and Miss
Cathryn Garrott, Toni HopTerri McNeilly, Mayfield.
Miss Beth Burgle and Miss son, Exie Hill, and Madelyn
Jen Burgle kept the guest Lamb; No. 7 tee — Martha
Sue Ryan, Jo Benson,
Virginia Schwettmen, and
Ann Donelson.
9:30 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Nancy Orr, Frances Parker,
Ve Severns, and Peggy
Shoemaker; No. 7 tee —
Louise Lamb and Nancy
Fandrich.
Anyone who is unable to
play regular ladies day golf
or desiring to play may call
Miss Lamb at 753-4918, or
come at 9 a.m. Wednesday

Golf Tournament To Be
Wednesday At Oaks Club
The Bettye Sheppard
Memorial Invitational Golf
Tournament will be played
at the Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday, Aug. 19, with a
shot gun tee off at 9 a.m., according to Marilyn Herndon
and Saundra Edwards,
general golf ladies chairmen
of the club.
The lineup for the Wednesday tournament was published on page eight of the Saturday issue of The Murray
Ledger & Times.
Bridge will be played at
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday with
Virginia Jones listed as the
hostess.
Winners of golf play for
Aug. 5 and 12 have been announced as follows:
Aug. 5 with Jeanie Morgan
as hostess — Essie Caldwell,
medalist, Carolyn Caldwell,

Blut
isscti
p.m.
Resta'

second low, Murrelle
Walker,third low, and Grace
James,low putts.
Aug. 12 with Doris Rose as
hostess — Essie Caldwell,
Doris Rose, and Sherri
Mohon, winning team%
medalists; Burlene Brewer,
Carita Lamb,and Sue Wells,
second low team.

Mur
Free )
will in
lodge I
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at 7:N
Center
Olive 5.

COUNSELORS'DAYS
Two "Articulation Days"
have been planned for Sept.
16 and 17 at Murray State
University for the orientation of area high school
counselors to the university's facilities and programs for the fall semester.
Included is a fish fry dinner
at the Hunter Hancock
Biological Station on
Wednesday night, Sept. 16.
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Open 7:30 Start 8:00

Miss Linda Farley, Gena
Lovett, Dan Ryan, Carolyn
Shown, Mrs. Opal Kuykendall, Mrs. Janice Barber,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gibbs, Mr.
and Mrs. Udel Erwin, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Lockhart,
Mrs. B. Stark, Mrs. William
Gargus, Miss Laverne
Gargus, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Myers, Mr.and Mrs. Charles
K. Miller, Mrs. Mary
Ridings, and Mrs. Mahlon
Derrington, all of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchum,Burlington, N. C.; Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Cardwell,
Terri and Tracy, Miami,
Fla.; Mrs. Dimple Hays,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Bill Conway, Mary and Julia,
Washington, D. C.; Mrs.
Melvin Hampton, Mr. and
Mrs. Greg Raines, Paducah;
Mrs. Bill Allen and Mrs. Rita
DeWeese, Clinton; Mr. and

Ladies Day Golf—

Kim Dodd's
School Of Twirl

4

Baton Lessons
Starting Aug. 24th
in
Murray and Benton
For Pre-Registration

Planned Wednesday At
The Murray Country Club

Call 492-8936

(a4 •(44
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and be paired at the tee.
Many of the members will
be playing in the Betty Sheppard Memorial Invitational
Golf Tournament at the Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday.
Winners
Winners from play on
Wednesday, Aug. 12, at the
Murray Club have been announced by Molly Booth as
follows:
Championship flight —
Betty Lowry and Frances
Hulse.
First flight — Evelyn
Jones.
Second flight — Jane Fitch, Louise Lamb, and Betty
Scott.
Third flight — Elizabeth
Slusmeyer.
Fourth flight — Virginia
Schwettman.
Low putts — Betty Jo Purdom and Louise Lamb.
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Thurman&
School of Dance-

t
.

Now Offering

Mrs. D. B. Bostick, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Grable, and
Scott P'Pool, Hopkinsville.
Betsy Booth, Evansville,
Ind.; Jacqueline McCadams, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Miss Pat Whitlow and Mrs.
June Whitlow, Lexington;
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Groves,
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Groves
and Jamie, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Groves, and Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Todd, Madisonville; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Davis and Guy, Knoxville,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Seymour, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rains,
Clinton, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
James Dickerson, Midland,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Whitnell, Powell, Wyo.; Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Whitnell,
Sam Rayburn, Texas; Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Kelliher, Cincinnati, 0.; Mr. and Mrs.
Polk Story and Mr. and Mrs.
Tolbert Story, Puryear,
Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents
hosted a catered dinner at
the Mayfield Golf and Country Club following the wedding rehearsal for members
of the wedding party,
families and out of town
guests.
The tables were covered
with red cloths and
decorated
with
arrangements of candles.

I LOST 43 POUNDS

'Let)
Aug. 1
and M
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IN JUST 14 WHIG
I had lost weight before, but as soon as I went off
whatever diet I was trying,the pounds came right
back on. Diet Center's approach is totally
different! Not only did I lose all that excess
weight, I learned how to keep it off. I feel better
I about myself and it's great to know that I am in
I control!

Canape Aleitlew

YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
Join the thousands of men and women who
have learned to control their weight at Diet
Center. Our program is based on sound
nutrition and private, daily counseling from
someone who cares and understands. Diet
Center Counselors know what it takes to lose
weight because they have done it themselves!
'Diet Center, the last weight-loss program you'll
ever need!

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS
And We'll Teach You How To Keep It Off!
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
NO

SHOTS•NO DRUGS•NO CONTRACTS

1
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DIET it„
CENTERn

The Village 64111.. 753-0020 Merrily, KY.

"How To Win At The Losing Game!"
The Osborn Family
LOST 217 POUNDS
AT DIET CENTER!
-I had tried them air' stale% Carok,n Osborn of
Jacksonville. Arkansas.
shots, pills. fad diets.
the works Alter sears of struggling to lose
weight, only to gain it bat k and more. I weighed
over 270 pounds when a friend told me about Diet
Center .
Private. daily t ounseling - sound
nutrition - beha‘ior modifu dijon an a free.
lifetime maintenanc e plan' I de( ided to In. am 4'
more, and that was the best de( ision I've ever
made In the month,
, that followed. Carol% n lost
136 pounds' -I'd never felt so all% e' My laMilk was
so impressed with ms progre,, that they 'joined
Me at Diet Center
Ms husband Van lost 62
pounds and our daughter Kristy lost 19 For the
first time, were all at our ideal weight and. thanks
to Diet Center we know how to sta‘, that was'''.

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!

-

Diet Center's Program
is totally natural and
based on sound
nutrition There are
no shots, no drugs, no
prepackaged foods
arid no contracts

Children's Classes
Ages 4-17

Storting; September
Chums win laded,

6 Bask Ballroom Densoo
FOX MT
RUMBA
CHA NA
TANGO
WALTZ
SWING

(Left) The Osborn family
"before" and (above)
"after" losing a total of
217 pounds al Diet
Center

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
And, If necessary, that rate of reduction can be sustained
until you have lost 50. 75 or even 100 pounds and morel
AND WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO KEEP IT OFF'
Weight loss varies from individual to Individual Clakns
mad* reflect average results of IMP DIM Center Program.

DISCO DANCING
adfdroles Damao
A Ilholotom of
Ivory IP Woolts
Register Any Tinos .
ho Aogorof
1%. 7534756
N Ilk allISWIN 7534150
111 11Colidw000r Rd., filorroy, KT.

"The

aturol Way to Lose Weight!
OurNew Location

DWI Cent*. Inc

19111

"The Village"
641 N. 753-0020 Murray, Ky.
•

•

t
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Community Events Listed

Alillil
Avoid it it you can

Monday, Aug. 17
Tuesday, Aug. 18
Blue Grass State CB Club
Free Blood Pressure tests
Group D of the Beginning will
is scheduled to meet at 7
be given from 12 noon to
p.m. at Joe's Family Ladies Tennis of the Murray 2 p.m. at the Seventh-Day
Country Club will play from Adventist Church,South 15th
Restaurant.
6 to 8 p.m. at the club.
and Sycamore Streets.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Murray Optimist Club will
Free and Accepted Masons
Murray Assembly No. 19
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston Order of the Rainbow for
Tea Party.
lodge hall.
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
Hazel and Douglas Centers
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Center, North Seventh and p.m. for activities by the
Olive Streets.
Senior Citizens with lunch at meet at 8 p.m. at the west
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at end of the Livestock and ExProfessional Secretaries Douglas at 12 noon.
position Center.
International will meet at
Wednesday, Aug. 19
7:30 p.m. in the Mississippi
WOW Family Night has
Ceramic
Classes for
Room (second
level), been cancelled' and will be
Senior Citizens will be held
University Center, Murray rescheduled at a later date.
from 12:30 to 2 p.m. at the St.
State University, with KenJohn's Center, Main and
tucky State Trooper Richard
Dexter Senior Citizens will Broach Streets. For inforWright as speaker.
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dex- mation call 753-0929.
ter Center.
Organizational meeting to
Hazel and Douglas Centers
form a new WMU group for
The Retirees of Local
ladies in their 30s at First UAW 1068 will meet at 9 a.m. will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Baptist Church will be held at the old Tappan parking p.m. for activities by the
at 7 p.m. at the home of Gale lot, Second and Main Streets, Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Vinson, 1605 Kirkwood.
to leave by bus for a tour of Douglas at 12 noon.
Make Today Count will Kentucky and Barkley Dam
meet at 7 p.m. on the third area and lunch at the Village
Overeaters Anonymous
floor of the educational unit Inn.
will meet at 12 noon in the
of the Murray-Calloway
Bazaar workshop of First basement of the Baptist StuCounty Hospital.
Union, Waldrop and
United Methodist Church dent
Tuesday, Aug. 18
Women will be held at 9:30 Chestnut Streets.
Parents Anonymous will a.m. at the church.
Board of directors of the
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforMurray-Calloway
County
mation call 759-1087 or 753Citizens
Senior
Murray
6917.
will meet from 10 a.m. to 3 Mental Health and Mental
p.m. at the Ellif, Center with Retardation Board is
Murray TOPS (take off lunch at 12 noon. For scheduled to meet at 3 p.m.
pounds sensibly) Club will transportation call 753-0929 at the center.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health between 8:30 to 9 a.m.
Bettye
Sheppard
Center.
Churchwide skating party Memorial Invitational Golf
of
Breakfast
Prayer
Men's
of Memorial Baptist Church Tournament will be played
First United Methodist
at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country
will be held from 6 to 8 p.m.
Church will be held at 7 a.m.
Club.
amonamIlm.

Retirees To Meet
Retirees of Local 1068 of the UAW will meet Tuesday,
Aug. 18, at 9 a.m. at the old Tappan Parking lot at Second
and Main Streets to board the bus to go for a tour of Kentucky and Barkley Dams.
Lunch will be served at the Village Inn at Kentucky
Dam State Park, according to Frank Kavanaugh, a
spokesman for the group.

£gKdiaCwk'taK

Dane81 Ggefutastire Studio
732 Fairlane
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Announces

REGISTRATION FOR
FALL TERM
'Gymnastics"

Dance Classes"

'Acrobatics For Cheerleading"
Tuesday, Aug. 18th
9:30-11:30 & 1:30-5:30

My
DEAR DR LAMB
nose is running and my eyes
are watering. I look like the
wrath of God and feel terrible. I do take antihistamines
prescribed by my doctor but
they make me sleepy. I'm
staying indoors until the hay
fever season has passed
again and I feel like a
hermit. I'm not sure that
staying inside is all that
much help but at least people won't see me looking like
this and dripping all the
time.
What is the antihistamine
really supposed to do?
Would I be better off to take
allergy shots? My doctor
says it is too late to do any
good now. Any suggestions
would be appreciated.
DEAR READER — Since
this is the ragweed season it
is a good probability that
you are allergic to ragweed.
If so, you might be better off
to take a trip to the Pacific
Northwest where ragweed
pollen is less abundant. Or if
you want to do it right, go to
Europe, which is relatively
free of ragweed. Such a trip
points out,one of the best
treatments of all for an
allergy — avoid what you
are allergic to.
Shutting up the house does
help some. You may need to
take more precautions than
you have. Window air conditioners are not very effective in removing pollen. The
Health Le'ter number 8-4,
Hay F ver (Allergic
Rhinitis), gives you more
details about what you can
do to your house to help
solve the problem.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
Ladies day golf with me, in care of this newspaP.O. Box 1551, Radio
Louise Lamb as hostess will per,
City Station, New York, NY
be played at 9•a:m. at the
Murray Country Club.

First Christian church
Choir will meet at the
homeof O.B. and Margaret
Boone for a hymn sing and
ice cream party at 7:30 p.m.
Both youth groups of the
First Christian Church will
meet at the church at 4 p.m.
for a swim party from 4 to
7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Aquatics Club.

Telephone 753-4647
Boys & Girls Ages 4 & Up

Complete Line of Dance and Gymnastic Wear

"LEO'S"—"DANSKIN"

-I Parents Anonymous

Parents Anonymous, a self help group, will meet on
Tuesday, Aug. 18, at 6:30 p.m.
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.I1 Any one Interested in attending this meeting may call
759-1087 or 7534917 for information concerning the loca10019
details of the self help group for parents.
When you are allergic to a city is similar to acute lack tion and other
substance, your body forms of oxygen because the cara special form of globulin, bon monoxide binds the
called immunoglobulin E hemoglobin in your blood so
1
(IgE). You inhent the tend- it can't carry oxygen.
ency to form this type of
That doesn't mean you
Make Today Count will meet tonight ( Monday)at 7 p.m.
globulin. It attaches to your can't improve your memory.
on
the third floor of the educational init of the Murraycells in the nose and sensi- Special training and even
tizes these cells to the aller- memory exercises will help Calloway County Hospital.
This is a non-profit, tax exempt organization for persons
gic substance The next time you to use your brain to the
you come in contact with the maximum of its capability. with life threatening illnesses, their family members and
substance, the IgE in the cell Even if you are left with other interesed persons.
reacts with the allergic some permanent brain
The purpose is to allow these persons to discuss their
substance. The cells form damage, such U aining may
histamine. Your body reacts enable you to function at a personal concerns so that they may deal with them in a
positive way,a spokesman said.
to the histamine, producing good level.
the symptoms you have.
Antihistamines help to neutralize that histamine reaction.
Desensitization programs
are often very helpful. But
you have to know what you
are allergic to and begin the
process well in advance of
the season for the allergin.
You should have had desensitization several months
ago.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
About three years ago I tried
to kill myself with carbon
monoxide from the exhaust
of my car. Obviously I didn't
succeed, but some brain
damage occurred which
caused a complete loss of
memory. Since then my
memory has improved about
50 percent but it is not back
to normal. Before this happened I had a photographic
memory and a college
education. According to my
understanding, brain cells
don't reproduce. I was wondering if you could tell me if
I will have a complete
recovery. If so how long will
it take?
DEAR READER — You
need to know the truth. The
s1.10
14
greatest improvement you
Southside
can expect occurs within
walls
Center
two years after such an incident. Carbon monoxide toxi-

I Make Today Count
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MOTHERS
ATTENTION

Our Sidewalk Sale Continues
Will End Sat. Aug.22nd
HURRY
We Are Marking Items
Down
Daily
At

xie.0.oft&and otatith
Children's Shop

FREE MONOGRAMING
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS AUGUST 19 to 29

SCHOOL STARTING
The fall semester at Murray State University officially begins Wednesday, Aug.
26, when classes meet for the
first time. All residence halls
will open at 10 a.m. Saturday, Aug. 72, and a reception
is planned for 2:30 p.m. in
the University Center for all
scholarship winners and
their parents. Late registration processing will be handled Monday and Tuesday,
Sept 24 and 25.

JUNIORS, SAVE ON YOUR FAVORITE FALL CLASSICS AS
SHOWN HERE AND WE WILL
MONOGRAM IT FREE.

15.99 .. Oxford shirt by Dee Cee. The
long sleeve, button down collar
oxford shirt looks so confident and
crisp in the classroom. Available in
white, pink, and blue. Sizes 5 to 15.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'S

WEEKDAY

SPECIALS

15.99 . . . Crewneck and v-neck
pullover sweaters.
100% acrylic shetland-look sweaters

tiro
ea
00
01,,ft

by Present Co. Seven beautiful fall
colors to monogram with your
initials. Sizes S-M -L.

0914°

4599.6
0

-°s°131:til
Limit time offer on
FREE 3 initial monogram.

0°X?
0
sc
Ste‘

Allow 3 week
delivery

DINNERS
INCLUDE:
BAKED POTATO
or FRIES
ALL YOU CAN EAT
.
SALAD BAR
& STOCK.A.NP,
TOAST

IT'S ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT
,
--

•

-

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good at participating Saloon Stockados

11•I-Air Center

YOUR HOMETOWN DEPARTMENT STORE
rfr•11,

\• -
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club has donated $2,000
to the Murray Middle Schools to purchase reference books and materials
for the library. Mrs. Bob Billington,
Kappa chairman, and Mrs. Richard
Knight, Kappa project chairman, are
pictured presenting the check to Mrs.
A. G. Wilson,librarian.
Deaths reported include Miss Ora
Belle Travis, Monroe Crump, 72,
Gerge Dunning,and Phillip Haley.
Harold G. Beaman, administrator
of the Westview Nursing Home, has
been reappointed to the Kentucky
Board of Licensure for Nursing Home
Administrators by Gov. Louie Nunn.
S-Sgt. Joseph R. Hargove, son of
Mr.and Mrs. James R. Hargrove, has
completed the advanced course
language of Serbo-Croatian at the
Defense Language Institute of
Monterey, Cal.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lynn Robinson on Aug.9.
Bailey Hendricks dicussed
"Methods For Decorating the Home"
at the meeting of the Murray Chapter
of National Secretaries held Aug. 16 at
Enix Interiors.

Mrs. ButtProud
OfHer Opportunity

By SY RAMSEY
appointments to most boards and
Associated r4riter
commissions, which are legal
FRANKFORT, y. A)
P — Carol documents that he must sign.
Kunk Butt,the new ge
Mrs. Butt said she serves as not on1 counsel to
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,sa'W'a lot of ly the lawyer for the governor and his
people do not understand what the job staff "in appropriate instances," but
is."
for other members of the executive
In fact, the farewell party invita- branch, sometimes mediating legal
tions for the recent departure of her disagreements between agencies.
predecessor, Jerry Abramson, showIs there politics in the job? Mrs.
ed a photograph of Abramson, with Butt was cautious in answering, but
this satirical quote:
declared that "the governor mint
"Hi, governor, I'm Jerry and in have someone in whom he has trust
case you didn't know it, I'm leaving and confidence, and it's important to
Friday. Also, in case you didn't know have easy access to him."
it, I've been working here for 18 monMrs. Butt joined Brown during his
ths."
Democratic campaign for governor in
It was a humorous dig at the low April 1979 as a research and issues
key-post although Abramson, a analyst.
former Louisville alderman, was not
She struck up a friendship with Inside
all that buried under a bushel.
By Rowland Evaris
Phyllis George Brown,the governor's
- and Robert Nov
Mrs. Butt, affable and athletic, was wife, and that apparently did her
Abramson's assistant and after 10 career no harm.
days in the new post, pronounced
One day, Mrs. Butt was driving
The Calloway Manufacturing Comherself "proud" and hopeful it will Mrs. Brown from Lexington to
pany has been purchased by Fruit of
add to her legal experience and con- Louisville for a campaign function
the Loom,Inc., according to a release
tacts.
when she was stopped and cited for
from Everett Moore of Fruit of the
As for the governor, Mrs. Butt speeding near Frankfort.
Loom,Inc.
deemed him "a great coach — the
The luxury car had just been given
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
best of coaches" with "great sensitivi- to Mrs. Brown by her husband and for
Rowland, located at Highway 641
ty to the needs of the team players."
a brief time, the state trooper thought
North and Poor Farm Road, was
Although she did not quite put it that it might have been stolen. Mrs. Butt
HOLLYWOOD,Fla. — Sen. Edward After Kennedy told the convention class, who somehow have managed to destroyed by fire
on Aug. 15.
way, part of Mrs. Butts' duties are to said she and Mrs. Brown "had a good M. Kennedy's speech was skillfully that "the construction industry is on
take control of our government." AcDeaths reported include Mrs. Eula
protect Brown from himself occa- laugh later." Mrs. Butt worked off the constructed and forcefully delivered the rocks," a union official informed
cepting COPE's unanimous en- V. Thompson and Mrs. Annie Grogan
sionally in legal matters.
points in traffic school.
to a labor audience filled with the senator that ironworkers have dorsement in Boston, Kennedy assail- Hickingholton.
"To the extent possible,I'm like any
A native of Springfield, Ohio, Mrs. volunteers for a 1984 presidential try, plenty of work. "All the new office ed the Reagan administration
Danny Kemp, Howard Steely, Bobnot only
other lawyer working for a client," Butt first came to state government a but the old Kennedy magic was lack- buildings?" asked Kennedy. "Mainly for
Davis-Bacon repeal but also for by Falwell,and Charles Eldridge, Jr.,
she said in an interview last week. decade ago as executive assistant to ing.
power plants," the union official such other non-Reagan policies as a will participate in the
Kentucky Youth
"you try to screen legal matters, try_ the economic security commissioner
Kennedy's failing at the iron- replied, too polite to identify many of national right-to-work law and an ef- Seminar at
the
University
of Kento decide for him without bothering and also has been a legislative analyst workers national convention was them as nuclear power plants opposed fort to apply
anti-trust laws to unions. tucky, Aug.27 to 30.
him except for the important things." for House Majority Leader Bobby partly cosmetic. Nearing 50 and a lit- by keiiiiedy.
The Massachusetts labor leaders
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crouch and
The important things are executive Richardson,D-Glasgow. .
tle overweight, he arrived here in a
Naturally,Ktruiedy did not mention cheered loudest when Kennedy daughters of Las Cruces,
N. M., have
orders proclaiming reorganization,
She was in private practice at wrinkled suit with graying hair in nuclear power to the ironworkers but declared of himself: "This happens to been the
guests of his parents, Mr.
matters on which Brown months ago Louisville before joining Brown's need of grooming and cutting. But it is did bring them to their feet with this: be one target
of the Moral Majority and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Lynn
clashed with state Agriculture Com- campaign, and she helped start the not merely that he is no longer the "Let us pledge together that repeal of who intends
to fight back." Newsmen Grove.
missioner Alben Barkley II and with women's field hockey league seven dashing restorer of Camelot; he the Davis-Bacon act (the law requir- were than
hustled from the room as
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
legislators who oppose his order years ago at Louisville.
seems unwilling or unable to paint a ing prevailing ages for government Kennedy and COPE planned stragegy "Mein
Kempf," a true story of
creating the current Public Service
She and her husband William Butt, clear picture of the future restoration, construction projects) shall not be against the National
Conservative Hitler's Reich.
Commission.
a Louisville advertising executive, a failing common to Democratic passed by Congress!" The easiest Political Action
Committee
The routine matters are Brown's have a small son.
leaders since Reagan.
way to chase the union's rank and file (NCPAC), whose targeting of the
His principal message attacked away from Reagan, one of its leaders senator led to COPE's unusually
early
President Reagan's economic pro- told us, would be a Reagan push for endorsement.Still groping for an alerBy JOHN CUNN1FF
gram that "rewards the rich and Davis-Bacon repeal. So far, Reagan is native policy to Reaganisrn, Ted KenClyde Scarbrough has been named
pressures hard-pressed workers and not obliging.
nedy can thank the NCPAC bogeyman as principal of Hazel High School.
the middle class." The attentive union
Generally, in wooing back blue- for mobilizing his support.
Richard Ricker, 15, died here
audience sat on its hands until Ken- collar workers, Kennedy and other
yesterday from injuries sustained in a
nedy turned to Social Security, high Democrats are groping."We must be
traffic accident at Eggner's Ferry
interest
rates, and especially, the something more than just warmedBridge on Aug. 14. He was traveling
Sired_ lee
_
NEW YORK
AP) — Small
Davis-Bacon Act that protects wages over Republicans," Kennedy told the
on
short
term
loans
rose
sharply,
with his family from McKeesport,
businesses, their cash flows already
of construction workers.
convention, thinking of opposition to
Pa., enroute to Malden, Mo., for a
decimated by earlier rises in energy, Dunkelberg said.
Kennedy's appearance at the iron- him in the Senate Democratic Convacation when the accident occurred.
tax and labor costs, see current high
Average short-term interest costs workers convention reflects
a continu- ference.
Jimmy Shelton of Murray Training
interest rates as a noose around their reported in the survey jumped from
ing Democratic problem as well as his
But having opted for boldness in
School showed the champion FFA
necks,a survey says.
17.6 percent in the first quarter to 19 own special strengths
and general, Kennedy is cautious with
jersey at the 4-H and FFA District
High interest rates "are making a percent in the second. Five percent of
weaknesses. Ironworkers president specific. His 1980 program of governDairy Show held at the War Memorial
bad situation unbearable for many respondents reported paying 23 perJohn H. Lyons is an old backer of the ment controls on ages,prices,interest
Mayfield.
Fairgrounds,
small firms," said Professor William cent or more.
Kennedys. But rejecting advice from rates, profits, dividends and rents is
Shipley
of Murray Training
Hal
Dunkelberg, who analyzes data from
For loans tied to the prime rate, the subordinate officials, Lyons put his buried — certainly for now, perhaps
School Chapter of FFA placed third in
members of the National Federation average interest paid was 21 percent, union
behind Jimmy Carter against forever. His national health insurance
the FFA Regional Speech Contest
of Independent Business.
up from 19 percent in the first three Teddy Kennedy in 1900.
speciality was not once mentioned
held Aug. 11 at Ames,Iowa.
For the first time since quarterly months,one reason being that the few
He has been making amends ever here.
Miss Frances Jean Horton,
surveys were begun in 1973, a sampl- sources of relatively cheap funds have
since. Last October, the ironworkers
Substituting for new policies is
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ing of the group's membership, which almost disappeared.
became the first union to pledge the familiar rhetoric. Introducing KenHorton, was married to Charles Rob
numbers more than half a million,
A consistent theme in the latest maximum $5,000 contribution
to nedy to the Massachusetts Committee
Adams, son of Mrs. Mildred Adams,
said interest-rates and financing were survey was the continuance of lower
defraying the Kennedy presidential on Political Education (COPE)
on July 28.
their chief problems.
interest rates in rural as compared to campaign debt and later pledged
the following his Florida trip, state AFL"With cash flows already cut suburban and metropolitan areas,
maximum for his Senate re-election
CIO president Arthur Osborne dedramatically, borrowing costs come which Dunkelberg said reflects,
campaign next year. Lyons was so nounced "the enemies of he working
tight off the bottom line," said among other things,lower overhead.
anxious to snare him for the convenDunkelberg. "They are very idenSurvey returns showed 49 percent of tion that when the air traffic
contifiable." Responding firms did not companies in rural areas paid
trollers strike posed complications,
For He hath made Him to be sin
had it harder to get credit during the between 16 percent and 18 percent for
for us, (He) who knew no sin; that
the union hired an expensive exsecond quarter, the percentage of short-term loans 'in the second
we might be made the righteousness
ecutive jet to fly Kennedy out of
firms reporting higher interept rates quarter, compared to just 17 percent
of God in him. II Corinthians 5:21
Florida. He seems the probable ironin metropolitan areas. But even in workers choice for '84 against former
rural areas credit rates rose rapidly vice president Walter Mondale.
one who can restore us to fellowkr-d=11111111111
.
in the April-May-June quarter.
113
one who can reestore us to fellowYet,
leaders
of
the
union
admit
their
Perry, Iowa—The cops are baffled
The concern of small businesses
Heartline is a service for senior period, generally within 14 days after ship with God Everything and everyand the crooks are bold. They've hit all about credit problems cannot be rank and file backed Ronald Reagan citizens.
one else will fail you
Its purpose is to answer ques- you leave the hospital;
over town, striking even in a daring isolated from other factors, said last year and still like him. "Their at5.
You
are
admitted
tions
for
and
solve
further
problems.
ff
you
have
titude is,'Why don't we give Reagan a
daylight raid.
Dunkelberg, who observes that the chance to see what he can do?" got a question or a problem not answered treatment of a condition for which you
The zinnias are missing.
high interest rates come atop an little response. Later Kennedy in these columns, write to Heartline, were treated in the hospital;
•'We don't have any idea who did it,': already deteriorated condition.
6. The skilled nursing facility is
privately commented that workers 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
By The Associated Press
said Cathy Pekrul, president of the
He explained that "firms operating seem not to care "that two-thirds
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt Medicare approved.
of
Today is Monday, Aug. 17, the 229th
Perry Jaycettes who planted the on small profit margins which must
Most elderly people are admitted to day of 1981. There are 136 days left in
reply, but you must include a selfflowers as a community betterment borrow regularly are forced to reduce the tax cut goes to the rich so long as
addressed, stamped envelope. The a nursing home for custodial care - the year.
they
are
getting
their
one-third."
project.
other operating costs (jobs, for examUnion leaders think this attitude most useful replies will be printed in assistance with eating, dressing,
Today's highlight in history:
"The thieves are taking everything," ple)or they must go out of business."
bathing, walking, etc. They usually go
will
change when hard times come. this column.
On Aug. 17,1978, the first successful
she said. "They're digging them up and
HEARTLINE: I will become eligi- there because they need this type of Transatlantic balloon flight was comtransplanting them somewhere."
ble for Medicare in a few months and assistance and it cannot be provided pleted when three Americans landed
Blooming zinnias have been stolen
have received notification from Social at their home.
their craft outside Paris.
from the Chamber of Commerce office,
This information, and much, much
Security already. I went to the social
On this date:
Patter Park, the Perry State Bank, the
security office in town the other day more about Medicare can be found in
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte arrivBar-Jack mobile home court and radio
and got a little booklet explaining our "Heartline's Guide to Medicare." ed at St. Helena,to which he had been
station KDLS.
Medicare coverage. I don't know if I This booklet is written in easy-to- banished.
By GEORGE GEDDA
The missing plants are special
nominee. But by leaving the post va- am understanding the part about understvid question and answer
In 1879, the French Panama Canal
Associated Press Writer
Pulcino zinnias, a variety unique to
cant for the time being,it is sending a coverage in a skilled nursing facility form, just like our column. The book
company was formed under FerdiPerry that the Jaycettes received from
signal to Senate liberals that it is or not. Does Medicare cover everyone is available by sending $1.75 to
nand de Les-seps.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Not much unhappy with the treatment
a seed company.
they gave for 100 days in a nursing home? If not, Heartline, Dept. M, 114 East Dayton
In 1940, Germany anounced a total
ias
been
about
heard
the
human
We're having a zinnia contest for the
Lefever.
can you explain so that I can St., West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.
blockade of Britain during World War
most beautiful garden," Ms. Pekrul rights question since Ernest Lefever's
Lefever, who espoused a policy of understand? D.G.
said."Who knows?" We just might find confrontation with the Senate Foreign not making an issue of human rights
ANSWER: If you meet Medicare reWirray Ledger & Times
And in 1964, Congolese premier
Relations Committee more than two violations by U.S. allies,
somebody with a few extras."
since has quirements, and if the skilled nursing
Moise Tshombe appealed to five
(USPS300-700)
(. Perry Chief) months ago and that seems to suit the been hired by the State Department facility is Medicare
approved, then
Publisher
African nations to help put down a
Walter L Apperson
— Reagan administration just fine.
as a part-time senior consultant.
Editor
It. Gene McCutcheon
you could receive up to 100 days of
rebellion
in the Congo.
Lefever was nominated as assistant
WRITE A LETTER
The
Murray Ledger & Times is published
The announcement of his hiring said
Five years ago: Philippine officials
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Letters to the editor are welcomed secretary for human rights last Lefever would consult on terrorism coverage in a skilled nursing facility.
Most Medicare recipients do not
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivreported more than 1,700 dead — and
and encouraged. All letters must be winter but dropped out after the com- and other matters. Sen. Charles
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th Si,
H. receive coverage in a skilled nursing
more than 2,000 missing — in an earsigned by the writer and the writer's mittee voted 13-4 against his nomina- Percy, R-111., Foreign Relations
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Com- facility because they cannot meet
Murray, Ky. 42071.
thquake that struck the island of Minaddress and phone number must be tion.
mittee chairman, and Sen. Claiborne Medicare's requirements. There are
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
danao.
That was in early June and the ad- Pell of Rhode Island,
included for verification. The phone
carriers, $3.15 per month, payable in advance.
the panel's rank- six basic requirements for coverage:
One year ago: Negotiators reached
By mall in Calloway County and to Benton, Harministration has yet to submit an ing Democrat, have sent
nitmOcr will not be published.
Haig a letter
I. Your medical care needs require
din. Mayfield,Sedaba and Farmington, Ky , and
an agreement to end a one-day strike
.Letters should be typewritten and alternate choice. Part of the reason asking for Lefever's "specific
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. In. $3450 Per
daily skilled nursing care, or skilled
by thousands of telephone company
ig.ble-spaced whenever possible for the delay is that Secretary of State assignments, duties and title."
year By mail to other destinations, $3150 per
rehabilitation
services;
year
employees in New York. But other
dilt: should be on topics of general Alexander M. Haig Jr. thinks it was a
"It is vital to determine ... whether
Member ci Associated Press, Kentucky Press
2. A doctor determines that you
telephone workers in California and
interest.
mistake for Congress to create the Job they relate to the job the committee
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
need skilled nursing or rehabilitation
Nevada remained on strike.
Editors reserve the right to In the first place.
Association
denied him by a strong bi-partisan
The Aasociated Press is exclusively entitled to
Today's birthdays: Actor Robe?t
laladense or reject any letter and
So of the roughly 30 State Depart- vote," said Sen. 9iristopher J. Dodd, service and orders such care for you;
republish local news originated by The Murray
3. You have been in a participating
DeNiro is 38 years old. Actress
limit frequent writers.
ment assignments requiring Senate D-Conn.,a member of the
Ledger II Times as well as all other AP news
committee. (or otherwise qualified) hospital for
Maureen O'Hara is61.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
-Address correspondence to: confirmation, the only one still unfWMeanwhile, the human rights office at least three days in a row before
Business Office
703-1918
Thought for Today: Art may make
ifDAtor, The Murray Ledger & ed is the human rights post.
Classified
Advertising
753-1911
is being headed on an interim basis by your admission to the skilled nursing
a
suit
of clothes, but nature must pro*Ones, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
The administration insists that it a career diplomat who generally
Retail (Display) Advertiming
753-111111
has facility;
Circulation
7534914
duce a man. — David Hume,Scottish
eventually will come up wit a steered clear of controversy.
News and Sports Dept
7113-11/111
4. You are admitted within a limited
philosopher (1711-1776).
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EitiEW IL PORECAST
Off-Type Sorghum Plants Attracting Attention
By DR. DURWOOD BEATTY
M.SU Agronomist
Increased interest in grain
sorghum in recent years has
focused attention to the tall,
off-type sorghum plants that
are so obvious in sorghum
fields at this time of the
year. There are two basic
causes for appearance of
these off-type plants.
The height genes used in
development of modern
dwarf grain sorghums have
a certain degree of instability that sometimes
causes a few scattered
plants to "mutate" back to
taller types. These plans are
not numerous and will appear rather uniformly in a
field. Except for height,
these plants are similar in
plant characteristics to the
other plants growing in the
field. Other than being unsightly, these plants pose no
serious threat to the farmer.
Sorghum outcrosses are
an additional source of offtype plants The most serious
outcross type in this area is
shattercane, a tall, weedy,
forage-like sorghum with a
parentage as obscure as that
of a mongrel dog. Shatter-

cane has been present in
many of our corn and soybean fields for several years.
It thrives best on bottomland
fields. The black-to-reddish,
shiny, plump seeds are
larger than Johnsongrass.

At maturity the seedhead
nods to one side. Shattercane
is a serious weed because the
seeds shatter from the plant
at maturity and remain alive
in the soil for five or six
years.
Sometimes sorghum-

Sudanegrass outcrosses
come into a farmer's field in
the seed that he buys. Considerable Sudangrass is
grow in the same areas of
the country where hybrid
sorghum seed is produced.

Despite the best efforts of
seed companies, inadequate
isolation of some seed fields
permits this type of outcrossing. These tall, vigorous outcrosses produce abundant
seed. Where sorghum is not
grown on a field frequently,

this type of outcross is not
extremely serious.
A third type of outcross is
a
hybrid
between
Johnsongrass and grain
sorghum. These plants,
although similar to
Johnsongrass, are taller,
thicker stemmed and have
wider leaves. Because of a
mismatch in chromosome
numbers between these two
species, seed production on
the plants is usually not
great. At one time this type
of sorghum was introduced
tinued.
into the U.S. as a forage crop
"As more advancements called sorghum almum. Toare made in nutritional day new types have the opresearch and ingredient portunity to arise where
evaluation," Kertz conclud- Johnsongrass grown near
ed, "the information on the fields used to produce hybrid
tag will become less mean- seed. These plants may
ingful. The ultimate value of become serious pests
a ration can best be deter- because they are weak
mined by cow perfor- perennials and have short
mance."
rhizomes that may overwinter causing problems in
row crops the next year.
Methods that prevent seed
formation or rhizome production help to control
sorghum outcrosses.
Suitable chemicals are those
"Farmers Home Ad- that are
used for
ministration are now accep- Johnsongrass control.
Incluting applications for sion of alfalfa, red
clover, or
Emergency Loan Assistance wheat in a crop rotation
is
due to damage to crops caus- helpful as compare to
coned by excessive rainfall and tinuous row crops.
floodinP during the period of The main problems
with
May 1, 1981 to June 20, 1981, sorghum type weeds
in
for Marshall County, Ken- western Kentucky and
TenLtucky Farmers, according to nessee are Johngongrass
and
Carter D. Rus,sell, Calloway Shattercane. The other
types
County Supervisor.
describe above are not to be
These applications will be expected in most fields
of
accepted until May 7, 1982." grain sorghum.

Tags Could Lead To Mistakes
While the feed tag on a bag
of dairy feed served as a
source of information, one
dairy researcher warns that
costly mistakes can be made
if this information is relied
upon too heavily.
"Dairymen using only the
feed tag to determine the
TDN levels of their rations
could
seriously
be
miscalculating the level of
nutrients their cows are actually receiving," Dr. Al
Kertz, manager of dairy
research of Ralston Purina
Co.,said in a recent report.
"Many dairymen still go
by the assumption that high
fat content means high TDN
and high fiber means a lower

TDN," he explained. "To a
certain extent this is true.
But modern research tells us
this formula is not very accurate."
Kertz noted that some
compounds contribute no
energy whatsoever despite
the fact they are figured into
the crude fat levels printed
on the tag.
"Conversely, crude fat
does not take into account
other major energy sources
such as starches, sugars and
carbohydrates. High quality
rations will contain significant amounts of these readily convertible energy
sources," he said.
"Crude fiber," he continued, "is not an accurate
measuring stick for relative
TDN either. Based upon recent research, we know that
fiber is comprised of several
components that differ in
digestibility. Two rations
could, have the same crude
fiber level, yet differ greatly
in digestibility depending

Corn Producer
Looking At Law
Of Supply, Demand
III/III
BOTTLED CUCUMBER — Joe Pat Farley displays a
cucumber he grew in a bottle in his garden. He put the
cucumber bloom in the bottle and it grew.

Leek To
The Shield
*LIFE
*HEALTH
*HOME
*CAR
*BUSINESS

Neve Location
614 S. 4th St.
Phone
753-0632
- Mon.-Fri.
8-5
Murray, Ky.

The Tool of the trade.
•

When a man goes into the easy start ignition system,
woods six days a week to
the new T-Port cylinder and
cut timber, he must take
a high power to weight
with him a machine that's
ratio.
reliable, dependable and
It's the saw for the man
productive. Anything less
who takes pride in what he
costs him money.
does.
The Pro's moven friend is
Partner P-70. The Tool of
the Partner 11-70. This
the trade.
masterpiece weighs in at
only 13.9 lbs., yet packs
70cc's into a 4.3 cubic inch
engine The P-70 comes
equipped with an exclusive
devibrated handle: lgnitron

The law of supply and demand may render a verdict
in favor of the corn producer
this year.
production
"USDA
estimates indicate a total
U.S. corn supply for the 198182 marketing year of around
7.8 to 7.9 billion bushels,"
said 0,Cash Crop Marketing
Specialist Dr. Steven Riggins of the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Higgins said that this figure
included an estimated yearend carryover of roughly 850
million bushels.
Higgins projected the total
demand for U.S. corn to
range between 7.2 and 7.6
billion bushels.
The specialist explained
that the most important
component of corn demand
is U.S. livestock feed requirements, which, given the
disappointing 1980-81 consumption and record wheat
harvest, shouldn't be much
above 4 billion bushels. The
remaining factors affecting
demand are food use, seed
and exports.
"With these supply and demand figures, the projected
corn carryover for Oct. 1,
1982 will be between roughly
300 and 800 million,bushels,"
Higgins said. Low carryover
would provide some room
for optimism concerning
corn prices," he said, "but
the situation could easily
change to favor a high carryover and limited strength
for corn prices."
According to Higgins, the
may
USDA
have
underestimated this year's
corn production by potentially 200 to 400 million bushels.
"If this is true," said the
specialist, "supply figures
will be above what was expbcted and any chance for
strong prices will decrease
accordingly."

Murray FHA Office

upon which fiber sources are
included."
Rejecting feed tag figuring
for TDN, yet realizing that
dairymen cannot involve
themselves with precise ration formulations, Kertz suggsted that dairy producers
rely more heavily upon performance information from
feed manufacturers and suppliers.
"Actual TDN percentages
are determined by carefully
conducted digestion trials,"
he said. "Every step of the
process is
digestion
monitored and recorded to
discover just how much
available energy is actually
utilized."
"Tests begin with
measurement and analysis
of feedstuffs and don't end
until feces and urine
samples are analyzed as
well. These tests are conducted with the latest
research and laboratoy
facilities and are done with
cows producing a minimum
of 60 pounds of milk," he con-

FHA Accepting
Loan Assistance
Applications

Harrell's
Farm & Ilimm Supply
Collosray Co.'s Complete Fors Ingrly Mrs

753-7862
Iwy.148 Murray, Ky.
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LAN D BANK
oirzwy7/
Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If vou v•uuld like to discus long-term financing talk
to us!

Southern States

SUMMER PAINT SALE
Cut the cost of coverage AUG. 14-22

Latex Metal
Building Paint

1 Latex Metal
Budding Paint

No 5949 Coronet Red

$995
gal
Reg. sug. pr. $11.95

Bit-Dry Masonry
Waterproofing
Paint

875
25 lbs
Reg sug pr. S11 05

No. 302 Red
Latex Barn Paint

3-pc. Paint
Roller Kit

i 1/2-in. Polyester
Sash Brush

No 5954 Regal Blue

$350

90
gal

No. 7510

Reg sug pr $12.95

Reg. sug. pr. $4.59

24-ft. Aluminum
Extension
Ladder

990
No 31 10
Reg sug pr $2 50

6-ft. Aluminum
step Ladder

No. 5641 White
Latex Ceiling Paint

$8849 s3699
No. D-1124-2
Reg. sug. pr. $108.25

No 351 Super
Latex White
House Paint

No 366
4eg sug pr. $45 40

No. 415 Bright Red
Super Barn Paint
(oil base)

$850
gal.
Reg. sug. pr. $10.50

No 1501 White
Latex Masonry
Paint

96° $1 4" $235° $10"
2-gal. can

Reg. sug. pr. $19.95

No. 201 White
House Paint
(oil base)

2-gal. can
Reg. sug. pr. $27.95

Reg sug pr $1750

No. 271 General
Purpose Exterior
White Paint
(oil base)

No 502 Porch &
Floor Enamel
(oil base)

(41 can

Reg sug pr $30

Acrylic Latex
Interior Wall Finish
No 1401 White

$I 29
5
2-gel. can
Reg. sug. pr. $26.50

:al
Reg sug

Acrylic Latex
Interior Wall Finish
Ni

14 1 1 Pastel Col,

gal

Reg. sug. pr. $95.95

$1450

Acrylic Latex
Interior Wall Finish
No 1455
Medium Colors

$1095 90
Reg. sug. pr. Si

gal
Reg sug pr. $12 95

No. 756 Aluminum
Metal & Masonry
Paint

$2595

Open Full lime
The Farmers Home Administration in Murray is
now open full time in the new
location to serve people in
Calloway and Marshall
counties. Office day is
Wfdnesday from 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 noon.-- Any persons having questions about their account or
desiring information about
FmHA services should come
by Walnut Plaza, 104 N. 5th
St., Murray, KY, or
telephone 753-0162, a
spokesman said.

LARGE EAR — Carl Edwards of Route 2, Murray, holds
an ear of corn grown in his garden. The ear is almost
16 inches long.

Acrylic Latex
Interior Wall Finish
No l4buDeepTones

0
95

10

gal
Req -sug pr

Rt. 8 Industrial Rd.

gal
Reg.

753-1423

-?eg sug pr $12 95

Murray, Ky.
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Series: Part IV

College Sports' Has Vital Role
Says Murray State VP Gordon

1

EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following is the final article
in a four-part series on the
future of Intercollegiate
athletics at Murray State
University.
By JOHN SA LERNO
Staff Reporter
Intercollegiate athletics
are a part of American
culture. But in recent years,
they have been scrutinized
and investigated for a variety of reasons.
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice
president for university serple*s at Murray State
University, recently said one
teason for unethical conduct
tri college sports is the "faniegents-president-coach syn.
tlrinne."
: Pressure to win is first exerted on the school's board
by the athletic boosters, who
tn turn, put the word to the
president. Gordon said the
president then tells the
qoach "you've got one more
/ear to get the job done or
tou're out,".
He said this is a
-!dangerous cycle" because
Most people will disregard
Sules to keep their job. The
problem can be alleviated,
according to Gordon, by
evaluating the program to
determine if it serves a
Useful purpose to the univertv
• Gordon said intercollegiate athletics serve a

twofold purpose at Murrray
State. The first, he said, is
bringing more students to
the school. He pointed out
that • some schools have
shown large increases in
enrollment
specifically
because of success in intercollegtate sports.
He feels MSU's recent success in athletics has brought
more students to the school,
but added that enrollment
data is not definitive enough
to find out exactly why the
student population has increased.
Gordon said he also
believes competition in intercollegiate athletics serves
as a form of entertainment
for the university community. He added that many
coaches feel sports are "the
last stronghold of discipline
in our society."
Success in competition
adds more benefits to the
program, he said, because it
allows the school to "identify
with the people who are willing to give money to the
.iniversity and the athletic
program."
The task force on the
financing of athletics at Murray State, chaired by Gordon, met June 10 to discuss
ways to trim the school's
$737,047 athletic deficit.
That number was arrived
at by a state Council on
Higher Education staff study

which was begun to deter- should be required to teach
mine how much each public in disciplines
besides
university overspent on its physical education.
athletic program last year.
If possible, Gordon said he
does not want to drop back to
The CHE is currently con- Division II in football
sidering a legislative sub- primarily because there
committee proposal which would be a loss of tv money.
calls for a four-year phase He said $147,000 came from
out of state tax dollar sup- ABC in 1979, and another
port of intercollegiate $75,000 last year. However,
athletics. More than $5 he did say that some money
million will be spent by the could be saved by competing
state on college sports in in Division III because of a
1981-82.
decreased number of
At the task force meeting, scholarships.
increased
contributions
In the near future, some
from athletic boosters was painful decisions might have
discussed as one way to help to be made to slice Murray
offset sports spending, but State's athletic budget. The
nothing definite was decid- fate of intercollegiate
ed.
athletics at Murray State
Realistically, Gordon does will soon be decided by two
not believe athletics in Ken- factors. First, the school
tucky can be self-supporting must trim money from its
and maintain the present budget and athletic costs
level of competition.
have been targeted for at
He said elimination of least some cuts by the presistate funds to athletic pro- dent and board of regents.
Second, the CHE decision
grams will result in the formation of professional col- whether or not to continue
lege sports. Teams will have putting tax dollars into interto win to stay afloat, and this collegiate athletics will most
could possibly lead to more likely be made in October.
corruption than ever The task force will meet next
because of the winning syn- month to determine cuts and
ways to generate more
drome, he said.
To get away from a athletic revenue.
Intercollegiate sports are
winning-is-everything attitude, Gordon said he wants a part of American culture,
to revert to past policies and but unfortunately for MSU
make coaches eligible for and all Kentucky univertenure. He also said they sities, so is inflation.

Travers Stake May Signal End
Of Racing Days For Lord Avie
SARATOGA SPRINGS,
rf.Y. AP) - Lord Avie's
rlicing days may be over.
:The hard luck colt made a
bkilliant charge from last
place to finish third in Saturday's $226,000 Travers
Stakes for 3-year-olds at
Saratoga, but injured his left

foreleg in doing so.
"We won't know for sure
how bad it is until Tuesday
or Wednesday," said trainer
Danny Perlsweig from Monmouth Park Sunday. "His
situatuon is guarded, but it
could be only minor."
X-rays of the leg proved

Farmer's Mr Service
Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Res 7`).3 1746

Off 489 2216

mile Travers and, at one
point, was some 23 lengths
off the pace before uncorking his flying finish.
Marcia W. Schott's Willow
Hour, a 24-1 outsider, won
the - 112th Travers over a
sloppy track, beating
Buckland's Farm's Pleasant
Colony by a head. Lord Avie
finished another 134 lengths
back in the field of 10.
It was the second straight
upset win for Willow Hour,
who captured the Jim Dandy
here Aug 2 at odds of 18-1.
Thee crowd of 39,146, was the
second largest in Saratoga
history. Ridden by Eddie
Maple and trained by Jimmy
Picou, the &lid Hour colt
was timed in 2:034-5.
Pleasant Colony, the Kentucky Derby and Preakness
winner, rallied from fifth
place to move alongside
Willow Hour midway
through the final turn. They
engaged in a thrilling stretch
duel, but Willow Hour, who
took the lead after pacesetter Prince Fortune faded,
0 gamely hung on to take the
$135,600 first prize.

negative, but Perlsweig said
there was a filling or swelling in the leg. The colt also
suffered several cuts on his
left hind leg from the starting gate.
An injury to the left foreleg
also sidelined Lord Avie for
about four months earlier
this year, costing him a shot
at the Kentucky Derby,
Preakness and Belmont
Stakes, thoroughbred racing's Triple Crown.
Lord Avie, who is syndicated for $10,000,000, has
never been out of the money
in 16 career starts, registering eight triumphs and earning $702,977.
With Jorge Velasquez up,
Lord Avie got bumped
around at the start of the 11,4-
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Garden
Work!

Frosty Acres Per* Nall Peas
111:
1 Frosty Acres Crowder Pees
t Frosty Acres Bledrey• Pees
▪ Frosty Acres Mixed Vegetable
;1 Frosty Acres Okra(Breaded)
• Frosty Acres Green Boons
Frosty Acres Jam Pees
Frosty Acres Cress Style Cori
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0
0

20w. $75.29
20L. $11.99
20g. $14.49
20g. $13.99
20t. $15.79 1

0 Rexroat
I Records
20L. S 14." I
is First Ace
20k. $14.29
12-10 or. pkg. $6.50 •
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Can 'Little Caesar' Tilt
CFL's Wildcat TV Bid?
By WILL GRIMSLE Y
formed a separate group
AP Special Correspondent called the College Football
The college football televi- Association for the purpose
sion hassle comes to a head of determining their own
Friday in Atlanta. Walter destiny in the big-buck
Byers won't be there, but his market of network televispirit will.
sion.
This is one of three major They didn't bolt the NCAA.
sports crises in the life of the In effect, they just formed a
little Caesar who has ruled private bubble inside a big
the National Collegiate bubble.
Athletic Association (NCAA) Then, last weekend they
with an iron fist for 30 years. signed a $180 million conThis time Byers appears in tract with NBC for a fourdeep trouble. If the Atlanta year TV package, starting in
conference adopts a stance 1982. This posed an imin opposition to the NCAA - mediate conflict since the
as many think possible - NCAA, which has been
Byers' sprawling empire negotiating the TV package
will coming tumbling down since 1952, had already sealto his shoelaces.
ed its own deal with ABC and
But don't make book on it. CBS for the same period,
Byers' adversaries know he 1982-85, for $263.5 million, to
can be tough-minded, be shared equally by the two
resourceful and unyielding networks.
as he was when he pushed
The Atlanta meeting Frithrough the colleges' so- day has been set up for the 61
called "sanity code" in 1951 CFA colleges to vote "yes"
and defied President John or "no" on the NBC contract.
Kennedy and Gen. Douglas The future of Byers' power
MacArthur in the notorious, and the clout of the NCAA
long-running NCAA-AAU hangs in the balance.
war in the 1960s.
If the vote is "yes,". you
Here's the backdrop to the can expect all Hades to
latest NCAA crisis:
break loose. Byers is certain
Sixty-one of the nation's to react with fines, suspencolleges, including most of sions and maybe even
the top football powers, have outright expulsions from the

UK May Depend
On Freshmen In
Receiving Corps
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)The man who knows most
about freshmen football
players at Kentucky also
coaches the receivers and
assistant coach Larry
Kirksey says some of the
first-year receivers may see
action this fall.
Kirksey gained his special
knowledge about the
freshmen from recruiting
them. He's also the Wildcats'
top recruiter.
The most notable losses
from last year's receiver
corps are Greg Wimberly,
who played just five games
but was the team's thirdleading receiver, and junior
Todd Shadowen, who lettered as a reserve tight end.
Wimberly lost a battle
with the textbooks in summer school and with it his
senior eligibility.
Shadowen recently fell
from a ladder and broke his
jaw, which now is wired
shut. The expected weight
loss may doom him for 1981.
"Greg was a big-play man
for us, but!think we've got a
little bit of depth there,"
Kirksey said in an interview.
"We have guys with some
experience, so we're looking
for these guys to shoulder
the load so we can bring
some of these younger guys
along to help us out."
Returning are the two top
receivers from last year senior tight end Jim Camp-

bell and junior split end
Allan Watson - and junior
Rob Mangas, who like
Shadowen lettered as Campbell's backup.
Campbell led the Wildcats
with 33 receptions for 394
yards and four touchdowns.
He set a school single-game
record with 11 catches
against Bowling Green.
Watson, meanwhile,
chalked up more yardage
(536)than Campbell, but had
fewer receptions (30). His
only touchdown was an 83yard pass-and-run play
against Indiana.
Shadowen's replacement
may be Scott Goggin, a 6foot-3, 210-pound freshman
from Detroit.
Bolstering the widereceiver position, meanwhile, will be sophomore Eddie Simmons, the former
Richmond Madison . allstater who was sent to the
junior varsity for seasoning
last year.
Simmons replaces Kerry
Baird, a sophomore from
Franklin, who moves to the
defensive backfield.
"We started spring practice with (Baird) at wide
receiver, then we switched
him with Eddie on defense,"
Kirksey said. "Both of them
are gifted athletes, but
Kerry had a great spring at
defensive back and Eddie
had a better spring at wide
receiver."

NCAA, not to mention court
suits.
If the vote is "no," Byers
has won another round and
the NCAA carousel will continue to twirl to the same
tune. The AFC then would
have to gird for another skirmish - its stomach willing.
It's an interesting
squareoff.
Byers' power base is built
on the broad framework of
743 member institutions, 492
of whom play football but only 139 rated major. Thus
schools such as Alcorn State
and Davidson have policy input the same as as
Oklahoma and Notre Dame.
The complaint of the bigger schools - independents
such as Notre Dame, Penn
State and Army plus five
major conferences, all (FA
members - is that the TV
program has been geared to
the whole rather than the
few who really bring in the
gravy.
The bigger schools put out
feelers and NBC came in
with the deal they liked - 12
daytime games on Saturdays, 11 in primetime Saturday nights each year with
every school assured $1
million and at least two appearances for the length of
the contract.
They had become concerned that the college TV
ratings, once better than the
pros, had shown a steady
decline over the last five
years.
The NCAA bases its case
on "squatters' rights," having first organized the
package, ironically with
NBC in the early 1950s, and
orchestrated it since. But the
CFA can counter with
another "precedent."

225 lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

$739
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Wholesale & Retail Meat
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The NCAA doesn't control
regular season games in
basketball, only the playoffs
and championship finals so why,the CFA asks, should
it control in-season football?
Also, the NCAA does not control, merely sanctions, the
postseason bowls.
If the CFA's bold move
succeeds, the new organization probably would provide
all the bowl lineups except
the Rose Bowl. The Big 10
and Pac 10 are the lone major conferences not in the
CFA, and the presidents of
their schools during the ;.•
weekend reaffirmed
support of the NCAA in th
power struggle.
Conferences which are include the Southeasterh
(Alabama, Tennessee,
Georgia, etc.), Big Eight
(Oklahoma, Nebraska);
Southwest (Texas, Houston,
Baylor, SMU,etc.), Atlantic
Coast (North Carolina,
Clemson, Maryland) and the
Western Athletic Conference
(Air Force, Brigham Young,
Wyoming.)
It's a powerful voting bloc
but coaches and athletic
directors don't speak for
their schools. The presidents
do, and that's where Byers
hopes to draw his strength.
It was with pressure on the
highest educational levels
that he was able to slam
through the "sanity code,"
establishing tighter standards. He disdained government influence in the bitter
AAU feud. This one looks
tougher.
Television provides:a bottomless pot of gold. The big
guys in college football don't
want an outsider telling
them how deeply they can
dip.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

OPP

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
111
:4
4 753-3404
Grain
Merchandising
RAILROADAVE. MURRAY. KY.
.4
",..•

•

or

Split rate financing

When Dr. Joe Relroat,
1210 Johnson Blvd., sets out
to do something right, he
does it with plenty of
witness.es•
'
Sattirday, while playing 10
A.P.R. finance charges 1 A.P.R. finance charges
golf at the Murray Country
for the first 11 months
for the balance of your
Club, Rearoat nine-ironed a
contract
hole-in-one on the 125-yard,
par three, No.11.
ti
. . . on purchase of any new Case farm tractor
Witnesses were the other
Cearaitnal Tender
P
;
members of Rest-oars 'sixeatemple of 10%15% A P el .9141 rate enanctne
some' and included
Ne Charge far Cnifing. Wrapping
On wee/wee of new Cate farm tractor
tI
E.H.'Red' Howe, Jim BranCaen arca of Sector
$41
CICE
a Pm*/
Doren payment-- cash and or Kea. in
4 250 00
non, David Buckingham,
Arnow,financed
133 200 00
Number of Corneas
Tim Miller and Bob Dunn.
three
Payment se fan manth
$12 952 21
The ace was the first-ever
Niemen, at 206' month
13 674 43
afeemere at 32nd month
13 674 43
for the Murray dentist and
Tolar of payments
140 301 07
Fawn.chine - $705 t 07
coincidentally his wife,
'Sates ler in ellateceffe
Ineurancre charges hot included
Carla, aced the same hole 10
In tee'vamp. Ile composite A41141.101. /Valet/RAM
NATI ter Pe length or the contract raie 40%
years ago.
Saturday's ace hit about 15
feet 4;,front of the pin,
r
_Aim 151-1441
nemettelleameier
- -7., ,
-- - 1P-- botinctZ'two or three
times
Offers valid-July 1, 1981 thru Atom!31, 1961.
740-5•00
Illos.
-hi.
WM*
kga
1171.
•.
.
, J and plopped nicely into the
cup. It was the first hole-in"Only Fidsral Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
J
4
one recorded at the club this
greamwmobS
*ILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN 1111111111
733.31162
563 Wohowl
season.

roundeadlPleeref Patties

,4

#

Waiver of
finance charges
If you buy any of our new Case farm
tractors or a used farm tractor of any
and finance it through J I
make
Case Credit Corporation
finance
charges will be waived from date of
purchase until January 1, 1982

or
$600 rebate
on purchase of any of our new Case
1190. 1290 1390 1490 or 1690 General
Purpose tractors Case will send you a
check for $600
or you can apply the
amount to your down payment on a contract at normal rates NOTE Government Agencies Departments do not
qualify tor rebate

Maio!Equipment Company Inc.
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Kuhn: Split Season Astro Pitching Is Looking Up
Will Undergo Changes
By TERRY TAYLOR
New York Daily News, reported Sunday
AP Sports Writer
that a revised plan would call for a change
The split-season format, adopted by in the way a
second-place team is chosen.
club owners in hopes of salvaging the rest
The report said a team that finishes seof the 1981 baseball season, will be revised cond in the
second season would be given
to prevent the possibility of a team the wild-card
spot, not the team that
deliberately losing gams to gain a finishes with the
second-best percentage
playoff berth.
for the two halves combined.
"We're going to change it, at least make
Kuhn said only that it was possible an
an adjustment in it to preclude any
possibility of a team losing a game to get adjustment would be made in the wildahead," Commissioner Bowie Kuhn said card spot. He said any proposed revisions
would be discussed with the Major
Sunday in an interview with ABC Sports.
League
Players Association. Marvin
"We're not going to have that happen.
We'll have an announcement in a day or Miller, the MLPA's executive director,
was unavailable for comment.
two," he said.
Kuhn, meanwhile„ also said he would
In addition to LaRussa, Kuhn said he
not discipline Manager Tony LaRussa of would not discipline Whitey Herzog, the
the Chicago White Sox who, along with St. Louis Cardinals' general manager and
most of his players, told the Chicago field manager, who agreed with LaRussa.
Tribune he would purposely lose a four"My job is to get the Cardinals into the
game series with the Oakland A's if it playoffs," Herzog said Saturday on NBC.
meant getting into the playoffs.
"I'd tell the public the day before the
LaRussa later said he would favor game, 'I'm sorry but the Cards have to
forfeiting a game rather than being plac- lose this game.'
ed in a position of deciding whether to try
"The commissioner won't like me for
to lose.
saying that, but I didn't want this anyway.
Soon after the 50-day players' strike To lose would be the right thing to do."
ended July 31, club owners voted to split
Said Kuhn: "I'm not going to discipline
the remainder of the 1981 season and nam- them. The administration of baseball put
ed as first-half winners the four teams in them in the position they found
first place in their divisions when the themselves in.
strike began June 12.
"I don't agree with what they said or
If a first-half winner repeated, it would what they were quoted as saying. I don't
play the team in its division with the next- think for a second they would do anything
best two-half record. Owners had hoped such as they were talking about."
the split season would create interest for
After the Tribune story was published,
teams which fared poorly in the first half, LaRussa said that "under no cirbut would be given a shot at a second-half cumstances would the Chicago White Sox
crown.
take the field and do anything not to win a
Dick Young, sports columnist.for the baseball game."

By BOB GREENE
nipped Atlanta 6-5 and St. seventh-inning relief help
AP Sports Writer
Louis at Montreal was rain- from Tom Hume, who pitchVeteran Joe Niekro and ed out.
ed out of a bases-loaded jam
Tony Scott combined their
Niekro, 7-6, gave up only a to post his seventh save.
talents to pull the Houston third-inning single to
The Giants scored in the
losing
Astros into a tie with the pitcher Steve Mura and
a seventh when pinch-hitter
Atlanta Braves for first sixth-inning double to
Rup- Dan Bergman doubled home
place in the National League,pert Jones as he defeated Milt
May.
West.
San Diego for the 17th time
Pirates 4-4, Cubs 34
"We thrive on pitching and in his career.
A three-run single by Bobdefense," Niekro said after
Reds E,Giants I
by Bonds in the fifth inning
Houston gained its second
George Foster singled of the second game led
straight shutout victory over home Dave Collins in the Chicago
to a 6-4 victory over
the San Diego Padres, winn- first inning and doubled and
Pittsburgh and a split of
ing 3-0. "We have good pit- scored in the sixth on Sam their doubleheader
.
ching and we're going to Mejias'single to lead CincinTony Perui's run-scoring
keep a lot of clubs down."
nati past San Francisco. single in the Ilth inning, his
Niekro, a veteran Mario Soto, 7-6, needed third hit of the game, gave
knuckleballer who had
limited the Padres to just
two hits, asked to be relieved
after Scott broke a scoreless
tie in the top of the eighth
with the first of his two RBI
singles.
"Each game makes me
feel much better here," said
Scott, who was acquired by
the Astros from the St. Louis
Cardinals shortly before the
By KEN FtAPPOPORT
Harold Baines doubled to
strike began last June.
AP Sports Writer
open the White Sox 10th off
Reliever Dave Smith held
Baltimore Orioles pitching Dave Ford, 1-2, and Berthe Padres hitless over the
coach Ray Miller has a nazard singled off Jeff
final two innings, picking up
"book" on Tony Bernazard Schneider, the fifth
his fourth save of the season. from
managing him in the Baltimore pitcher. Reliever
In other National League Puerto Rican
winter Ed Farmer,2-2, was the wingames Sunday, the New baseball league,
but as far as ner with help in the 10th from
York
Mets stopped Earl Weaver is
concerned, Kevin Hickey, who gained
Philadelphia 5-2; Cincinnati you can
burn it.
his second save.
edged San Francisco 2-1;
"Evidently," says the
Pittsburgh and Chicago split manager of the
The Orioles sent the game
Orioles,
a doubleheader, the Pirates "what they
did against him into extra innings on Eddie
winning the first game 4-3 in Puerto
Rico doesn't work Murray's two-run homer in
and Chicago taking the up here
in the major the last of the ninth. Jim
nightcap 6-4; Los Angeles leagues"
Dwyer drew a walk from
While playing for Miller Lynn McGlothen, recently
this past winter, Bernazard acquired by Chicago, then
hit a paltry .215. While play- Murray hit his second homer
ing for Chicago this season, of the game into the right
Bernazard is 17-for-35 field seats at Memorial
against the Orioles, in- Stadium off Farmer.
cluding a game-winning
A's 7, Angels 6
single in the 10th inning SunKen Forsch walked Tony
from a horrendous showing day that provided the White Armes with the bases loaded
the previous week to lead the Sox with an 8-7 victory.
in the sixth inning to force in
Rams over the Cowboys. "How can you figure it the winning run as Oakland
Haden, who was intercepted out?" Miller said of Ber- beat California.
four times in the first half of nazard, who had four gameThe A's had loaded the
last week's 34-21 loss to New winning RBI as the White
England, completed 17 of 25 Sox took the abbreviated bases on singles by Rob Picpasses for 205 yards against season series over the ciolo and Dwayne Murphy
the Cowboys.
Orioles, 6-3. "Everything he and a two-out walk to Wayne
Gross. Forsch worked ArDon Strock, still the No.2 hits, goes in."
quarterback behind David Says Bernazard: "It's just mas to an 0-2 count but then
Woodley, was impressive in one of those things, I can't could not find the plate and
Miami's victory over explain it. I'm just making issued his fifth walk of the
Denver.
contact. There's not any game. The RBI gave Armas
the AL lead with 46.
Tony Franklin kicked field special reason."
goals of 44,47 and 49 yards as In other American League
The Angels had tied the
Philadelphia beat the action Sunday, Oakland beat score 6-6 with two unearned
Steelers.
California 7-6; Detroit stop- runs in the sixth off A's
Lynn Dickey threw for 143 ped New York 5-4; starter Rick Langford, 64,
yards and one touchdown, a Milwaukee swept a who allowed only one earned
65-yard pass play to James doubleheader from Toronto run in the game.
Lofton, and rookie Rich 6-2 and 2-0; Kansas City beat
Tigers 5, Yankees 4
Campbell guided Green Bay Cleveland 6-2 in the first
Kirk Gibson's three-run
on a 70-yard scoring drive in game of a doubleheader
the fourth quarter, capped before losing the second 8-6; homer in the ninth inning
by Eric Torkelson's 1-yard Seattle clipped Minnesota 7-4 capped a four-run rally that
TD plunge as the Packers and Texas stopped Boston 3- carried Detroit over New
York. Gibson's blow came
beat Oakland.
0.
off Yankee reliever Ron
Davis, who relieved Rudy
May after May walked
Lance Parrish to start the
ninth.

American League

'Birds' Can't Stop
Bernazard's Big Bat

the Pirates a 4-3 triumph in
the opener.
In the nightcap, the Cubs
loaded the bases in the fifth
inning on a single by Tim
Blackwell and a pair of
walks. With two out and a 3-2
count, the runners were running when Bonds singled to
left, scoring all three
baseruruiers.
The Cubs held a 3-1 lead in
the third inning of the opener
before Pittsburgh came
back to tie the game with
single runs in the fourth and
eighth, setting the stage for
Pena's game-winning hit.
Dodgers 6, Braves 5
Steve Garvey doubled
home the tying runs and Ron
Cey followed with a runscoring single as Los
Angeles scored three times
in the seventh inning for its

come-from-behind victory
over Atlanta.
The Braves had opened a
lead against Los Angeles
stailier Fernando Valenzuela
on two-run homers by Chris
Chamblias and Dale Murphy
and a solo homer by Bob
Horner.
The Dodgers cut the lead
to 5-3 with two runs in the
fifth off Gaylord Perry, who
was going after his 296th
career victory.
Valenzuela, the Dodgers'
early-season sensation when
he won his first eight starts,
struck out nine in five innings but gave up five runs on
eight hits. After posting a
0.50 earned run average in
his first eight starts, Valenzuela's ERA for his next
eight starts was 6.51, and
overall is 227.

Irm."11;
The Sa

NEW!EXCITING!
"CAMEO"PORTRAIT!

Bum Bombs Oilers, But Watch
For Saints vs Houston Part II
By The Associated Press
Bum Phillips' chance for
revenge against the Houston
Oilers is like a box office success - there will be a Part

Orleans Saints, watched his
new team beat his old team
27-7 in a National Football
League exhibition game
Saturday night. Phillips
knows it doesn't count, but
Phillips, coach of the New he also knows he will get

SAVE ON THIS
BIG CAPACITY CHEST MODEL!

•25.3 Cu. ft. of -storage II
Built-in lock•2 Gliding
wire baskets•Water defrost drain•Vertical cabinet dividers Interior light.

Mocie[ FH250

SAVE$100

West Ky. Appliance
SalerServicePans
641 Norlli, Murray

another chance Nov. 72 in a
regular-season game.
A victory in November
could be very sweet for
Phillips, fired by the Oilers
at the end of the 1980 season.
Also on Saturday night it
was San Diego 31, San Francisco 28; Los Angeles 33,
Dallas 21; Miami 24, Denver
14; Philadelphia 36, Pittsburgh 20; Green Bay 34,
Oakland 14; Cleveland 13,
Buffalo 10; Cincinnati 30,
Detroit 20; New England 17,
Tampa Bay 16; Atlanta 21,
the New York Jets 20; Kansas City 13, Chicago 0, and
the New York Giants 20,
Baltimore 17. On Friday
night it was Washington 27,
Minnesota 13, and St. Louis
30,Seattle 21.
Saturday night the Saints
received excellent performances from three of their
high draft choices. Heisman
Trophy winner George
Rogers, the first player
taken in the NFL draft,
scored touchdowns on bursts
of three yards and one yard.
Quarterback David
Wilson, taken in the first
round of a supplementary
draft, hit wide receiver Wes
Chandler on a 17-yard scoring toss. Houston's only
score came on a 1-yard run
by Earl Campbell in the second quarter.
San Diego beat the 49ers as
Dan Fouts and Ed Luther
combined for completions on
28 of 33 passes for 358 yards
and two touchdowns, the latter a deflected pass that
wound up as a 73-yard play.
Pat Haden bounced back

sunup For A
Weekly team

Our Winter bowling leagues are being f

med now! Don't miss out on the exerci
enjoyment and team spirit...Sign up now!
League Meetings at Corvette Lanes:
Sunday Night Couples

Aug 30, 7:30 p m

Monday Night Mens ......

Aug 31, 7:00 p m

• • Tuesday Night Ladies ..........

Aug 18, 7:00 p m
Aug 27, 7.00 p m

Thursday Night Couples

Aug 21 1 0 00 a m

Friday Morning Ladies
'Saturday Morning Juniors
'Coll for into

'Meeting at Feckral Savings and Loan All others at Corvette lanes

Special Offer
Bowl 1 Game At Regular Price
And Get Second Game FREE
With This AdI Expires 10-1-80
(alp This ad mai bring to Corvette Lams)
Cell 753-2202

coRivik LANES

SCOREBOARD

Picture your child in the Soft Oval that captures the tradition elan heirioano
cameo. It's• pose families have cherished for more dra 100 yaws.Fae•
lintited time, were offering Cameo as part of our portrait punkah*.

95V$12.95

Deposit

Total Package Price

24 PROFESSIONAL COLOR PORTRAITS:
1 - 8x10 Cameo Portrait
1-8x10 3-5x7s• 15-Wallets & 4-Color Portrait Charmsin Traditional Pose

Those Days Only.
August: Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.
18, 19, 20, 21, 22
Daily 10 a.m.4 p.m.
700 US Highway
641 North, Murray

Houston 5, Son Diego 0
Davis, 2-3, walked pinchAtlanta 6, Los Angeles 4
Smiley's Gimes
hitter Rick Leach and gave
Major League Barba
Pittsbirgh 44, Chew 34, 1st game 11
up an RBI single to Bill
Serra Hal d Seems
UTings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Fahey before retiring Lou
Vaiday at•K awe prim Nies."
SLLotas at Mantissa, ppd, rain
EAST
New York 5, Philadelphia 2
Came Perini ie erreelable he oath seheeese /oh. N.additemel dams lee
Whitaker on a foul fly. GibPet. GB
W L
Pow oar salsotism lankhromds may aciamismally c..Adalee.41 Prr074.0•
ancimati 2, San Fronds° 1
=
son then smashed his fourth
he warm with a* Jasmine. Yea MIN5.iseigiled era portrasts or &pm
6 3 .867
M aweukee
Hainan 3, San Diego 0
arorially
4 3 .571 1
Batimore
homer of the season into the
141 Angeles 6, Atlanta 5
4 3 .571 1
Detrat
Muithay's Games
bleachers in right-center
4 3 .571 1
Tcronto
Los Angeles (Weds 4-31 at amigo
3 4 .C19 2 (Bird 14)
field at Tiger Stadium.
Baton
3 4 .429 2
San Franoaco (Blue 5-5) at Pittstargh
x-New York
neveland
2 7 .222 4 (Soloman 54), (n)
wow
San Diego (Wise 34) at St lams
6 2 .750 - mann 54), (n)
Seattle
.867 1
.0
*Areal (Burris 461 at Houston
x-Oakland
Chicago
4 3 .571 Pi (Elie 1-1). (n)
2
.500
Only
4
4
games scheduled
(It)
Kansas
3 3 .900 2
Texas
Traday's Games
3 5 .375 3
Minnesota
Los Angeles st Clacago
IP Cil
.°
1 5 .167 4
Cahforras
Sin Francisco at Pittsbirgh, Mr ----.
VIIIP
a-First-half division winner New Tort at Atlanta. rrn
Sobiday's GOMIS
Philadelphia at Gunnison, in)
Stan Diego at &Lam (11)
Taranto 4, Mihisaukee 3
Montreal at Hanlon. (n)
Kansas (Sty 5, aeveland 3
'0
addend 8, California 7, 13 innings
Bahia:we 4, Chicago 0
Detroit 8, New Yid 5
Satan S. Texas 1. 10 innings
Saatie 6, Minnesota 0
4
4*
Surry's Games
Nedra Prawn League
Karr City 64, Clevetand 18
&hill= Seams
Milwaukee 64, Toronto 34
American Oriennee
Detail 3. New Tat 4
Easters Orlin
Chicago 8, Ihairnore 7, 10 innings
W L T PT PA Pd.
Seattle 7, Misnerts 4
New Wild 2 0 0 51 37 1.000
Dadra 7, California 6
2 0 0 44 io Las
Texas 3, Boston 0
1 1 0 SI 2 SA
N.Y. Jets
htsmry's Games
Baltimam
0 2 0 * 44 .000
Chicago (Burns 14) at New Tat Buffalo
0 2 0 24 34 .000
(Heusi:het 60). (111
Ceara Drisisa
Minnesota Moamar 24) at Detroit Cincinnati
2 0 0 54 37 1.010
(Ieveland
2 1 0 68 56 .017
(Petry 44), (n)
Toronto lOsncy 34) at Kenna City Houston
1 1 0 X 37 .500
iGaie 4-61, In)
Pittsburgh
1 1 0 55 67 .500
Milwauluse (Hoes 64) at Texas (MatWasters Prim
Oakland
lack 36), m)
1 1 0 31 50 500
Kansas City
Only games schechied
1 1 0 23 16 500
San Diego
1 1 0 41 • 500
Denver
NATIONAL LEAGUE
0 2 0 21 57 000
Seattle
0 2 0 45 57 000
EAST
W L
Pd. GB
SL4 1
.1100 Natitasol Oriereore
New York
5 2 .714 Emden Orlin
Montreal.
3 2 SOD 1
Waahington
2 0 0 43 Z3 1 000
Chicago
3 4
420 2
St.
Louis
2 0 0 42 31 1.000
z-Phisclaphi
I 5 .311 3
2 0 0 43 24 1.00
Palleburgh
3 N.Y. Giants
2 5
Philadelphia 1 1 0 46 33 .50
WENT
0 2 0 X 54 .010
Alias
5 2
711 - Dallas
Cesar. Pylori
Houston
5 2
714
056 311.006
Bay
Green
20
144w Amass
4 3 .571 I
1 1 0 41 44 .31111
ancinnoli
3 4 .4311 2 Detroit
0 2 0 7 X .0111
San Francisco
1 4 .429 2 Chicago
0 2 023 41 NO
Son Dime
1 6
141 4 Tampa Bay
Mimmota
0 2 0 HI 47 0130
1-First-ha clarion winner
Wirers Devil=
Satiadines Gran
A DIVISION OF1AN0Y CORPORATION
New Orions
2 0 0 51 X 1 000
SLI Auk! at Mannial, ppd., rain
San Fenner. 1 1 0 55 55 550
akin° 4. Pittaburgh 1, 15 innings
PRICES MAY WAY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
Los Angara 1 1 0 54 55 500
Sin Pnindsco 5, Cincinnati 2
Atlanta
1 2 0 47 61 113
New Tat 3, Philadelphia 1

BASEBALL

o
•

FOOTBALL

iD

FINALLY!
AN AFFORDABLE
COLOR COMPUTER!

• Attaches to Any TV
(not included)
• Fully Expandable

You'll love the TRS-80 Color
Computer-to play exciting
games or keep track of investments, just plug in one
of our many Program Paks.
Or learn to program-our
beginner's manual makes it
easy. With 4K (4,000-character) memory.
.. . $399
For the serious programmer,
our 16K memory Extended
Color BASIC version makes
high-resolution color graphics
simple and fast-just $599.

!ladle ilhaek

From Only

$399

- SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RABID SHACK
COMPUTER CENTER, STORE,
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER
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State Traffic Accidents
Claim Four Lives
By The Assedated Press
Four Kentuckians lost
their lives in traffic accidents during the weekend,
according to state police,
raising the highway fatality
toll for the year to 511, compared with 487 road deaths
through Aug.16last year.

By Abigail Van Buren

Readers Sink Teeth
Into Dentures Quarrel
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the senior cien in Maine,
whose dentist refused to make her a set of srkling white
dentures because they wouldn't look natural, prompts this
letter.
All my life (thanks to caps at 18)! have enjoyed narrow,
even white teeth. Years later, when I needed an upper
denture, four dentists absolutely refused to give me beautiful
white teeth like the kind I had worn for over 40 years! They
all insisted that big, horsey, yellow teeth are "natural."
The poor fit is another story, but in my bathroom cabinet
is the proof that dentists are "yellow happy."(Four sets of
dentures!)
Finally, however. I found a young, sympathetic dentist
who said, "I'll give you whatever you want." So today, and
thousands of dollars later, I have dentures with narrow,
even white teeth.
Tell that unhappy senior citizen to simply go from one
dentist to another until she finds one who will give her what
she wants, because there is a lot left in this world to smile
about.
POORER BUT WISER IN PHOENIX
DEAR POORER: My mail is running 2 to 1 in favor
of giving patients what they want instead of what the
dentist thinks they need. One generous dentist in
Bellflower, Calif., wrote to say that if the lady from
Maine was willing to fly out to California, he'd give
her a Hollywood smile absolutely free!

HONOR GRADUATES — Four local residents were among 31 honor graduates at the summer commencement exercises at Murray State University, held Aug. 7. Being congratulated by MSU president Constantine W. Curris, they were (top left, clockwise) Mrs. Patrick J. (Brenda Brandon) Estes, 1118 Circarama
Drive, Murray, daughter of Lottie Brandon, 709 Sycamore, and the late Earl Brandon; Tamra Lynn Curd,
daughter of State Rep. and Mrs. Freed Curd, 1607 Sycamore; Mary Jane Flora, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Flora, 702 Payne St.; Margaret McCallon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell McCallon, Route 1, Kirksey.
All graduated cum laude with averages from 3.59 to 3.33.

•Wal Mart Sells

George Kearns, 57, of
Richmond died at 2:35 p.m.
Sunday in a ti4o-car, head-on
collision, two miles west of
Monticello on Kentucky 92,
according to state police.
Five others were injured in
the accident, but a
spokesman for state police
at London said their identities and conditions were
not available Sunday night.
Danny Zachary, 27, of
Louisville, died shortly after
Police in Dayton, Ohio,
9 p.m.Saturday when his car
a motorcycle accident
struck a tree on Seatonville said
in
Dayton
late Saturday
Road in Jefferson County.
night claimed the life of a
Police said a 22-year-old Radcliff,Ky., man.
Central City man was killed
Investigating officers said
in another accident Saturday Howard Thompson, 27, was
night.
apparently racing with some
Robert H. Pike died of other motorcycles on a city
massive internal injuries street when the accident ocafter he was thrown from a curred.

Les,
.• Aral Mdft Sells for less •Wal Mart Sells for less•Wal Mart Sells for less•Wal Mart Sells for less • Wal Mart Sell, f4,

DEAR ABBY: In 1928 I made a set of teeth for an elderly
woman. She insisted I use a shade that Was much too white
for a natural look. Against my better judgment! gave her
what she wanted. In two weeks she returned,saying that all
her friends thought her teeth were terrible. I made her a new
set free. It was my mistake in the first place.
RETIRED DENTIST IN CALIF

vehicle and run over by a
passing car on U.S. 62 East
lit Central Qty, officers
reported.
Pike was apparently
riding on the outside of the
vehicle. Nofurther details on
the accident were available.
A Frankfort youth was
killed in a two-car crash in
Frankfort on Friday, police
reported.
Tim Barger, 11, was a
passenger in a car driven by
his stepfather which collided
with another car at the intersection of Kentucky 676
and Maryland Avenue. The
victim's stepfather, Anthony
Gardner, and the driver of
the other car, Lana Harding,
received slight injuries.

tr,,
,• vvdo

• Wal Mart

Aug. 16 Through Aug. 19
Bel Air Shopping Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 1-6
753-8777

DEAR RETIRED: Now that's what I call putting
the bite on the dentist with his own teeth.

DEAR ABBY: I think you misaed the boat when you sided
with the patient who wanted snow-white teeth. The dentist's
professional- obligation was to give his patient what she
needed, not what she wanted. He should try to be receptive
to her wants, but she has no right to order him to do a bad
job. Let's take it one step further, Abby. If you were the
dentist, what would you have done if she had insisted on
purple teeth?
DOGGY DENTIST IN FLORIDA

During the Big K
conversion to Wal-Mart
you'll see changes
daily like more
selection, more quality
and new merchandise.
Right now you'll see
more savings storewide
on thousands of
tie brandsevery day!

DEAR DOGGY: Aw, come on. I'd have given her
white teeth, and told her to eat blueberries and drink
grape juice.

DEAR ABBY: I'm not a dentist, I'm a plastic surgeon. A
middle-aged woman came to me for breast-enlargement
surgery. The size she wanted would have made her look like
a top-heavy freak and I told her so, but she insisted she
wanted a pale of 44s. I refused to give them to her.
I later learned she went to three other doctors before she
found one who agreed to do the job. But he talked her down
to 42.
WITHHOLD MY NAME IN L.A.

DEAR ABBY: I'm another dentist whose patient insisted
on having snow-white dentures, so I made them. I thought
they looked terrible, but he loved them. I made them on the
condition that he'd never tell anyone who his dentist was.
PALM SPRINGS DENTIST

DEAR ABBY: Some old lady up in Maine who needed
dentures asked her dentist to make her sparkling white
teeth — "like the movie stars" — and he refused,saying they
wouldn't look "natural." You said the dentist should give
the lady what she wanted — not what he thinks she should
have. Wrong! You are just as ignorant as the old lady.
As a dental assistant, I can tell you that the majority of
denture wearers don't know anything about selecting the
proper color teeth.
Dentists are doctors of dentistry, just as physicians are
doctors of medicine. They are paid for their expertise and
should use it unconditionally. You wouldn't tell a physician
what kind of medicine to prescribe, would you? So why
should a patient tell a dentist what color teeth to make?
The dentist I work for doesn't give his patients a choice.
He selects the color he thinks they should have.
DENTAL ASSISTANT

The
Public
Is
Invited
To Attend
A
2-day
Seminar
Held
By

Brother William Ingrum
of Mayfield, Ky.

7.97
Reg. 10.78

Pretty
Curls

Save 1.22
14"x50"
Door Mirror
'Walnut-look frame
•No 1450E .Reg 566

Crayola Crayons

fa,

Bakes, toasts and top browns. Automatically
signals end of toast cycie. Large capacity oven.
Separate oven temperature dial. Model 1104 Rog. 34.94

Twirls and swirls and
whirls of curlsi It's easy
and fun to give your
PRETTY CURLS doll a
"permanent wave" and
glamorous CURLY or
STRAIGHT hair dos —
over and over again. Its
like having a Beauty
Solon at home!

Reg. 89.97

Reg 1.74

Super Value
Hair Brushes
•As,,,ted hd

G.E. TOAST — R-OVEN,.

cafe

Big K

Murray 10 Speed
Bike

Napkins

Lodies or Mans

Reg. 149.00

Reg 16.97

Reg. 14.97
Body & Curl

Grand Prix
Pro Style 1250

Stereo
Hair Dryer

Curling Iron
Model 297Q

Reg. 1.47
Miss Brock

Reg 1.72

Hair Spray

Kisacy—sis sig

EVERYONE.IS WELCOME
fo
,
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Ingrum is founder- president of Navah Christian
Teacher Center in Mayfield. The meetings will
be held at the lharatlialidorino_on Monday
and Tuesday, August 17 and 18 at 7:00 p.m.
Brother Ingrum, a 1980 graduate of Kmmu
Bible Training Center in Tulsa, Okla. and o
teacher in the Body of Christ will be sharing the
uncompromised word of God.
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THE ACE5r—
IRA—G. CORN, JR. Carter's Man In Kentucky Says He'll Do
It All Again
-Few men are lacking in
capacity, they fail because
they lack in application
Calvin Coolidge
Declarer was on the right
track in the play of today's
instructive game Unfortunately, he lost a step in
execution and the defenders
got the plus score.
North's cue bid of two
clubs was a forcing bid
describing a hand with
game possibilities. When
South rebid spades. North
raised and South pushed on
to game.
Dummy won the first club
and delayed playing trumps.
Had he done so, he would
lose one club, two high
trumps and a diamond. To
avoid the loss of a club,
declarer cashed dummy's
remaining high club and
then crossed to his ace of
hearts to ruff his last club. A
trump went to East's ace
and another club came
through declarer. Declarer
ruffed but instead of overruffing. West discarded his
last heart. West took the
next trump, led a diamond
to East's ace and West
enjoyed a heart ruff to score
down one a fifth round of
clubs would get the same
result).
After ruffing his losing
club in dummy, declarer
should
have
cashed
dummy's heart king and
then led a diamond. East
would win, cash the trump
ace and push a club through,
but declarer would be in
aontrol. After ruffing the
club, declarer would cash
his diamond king and with
only his trumps left. he
NOKT11
11-17-A
•106
V K 109 87
•Q J 6 3
•A K
WEST
•
•
K 432

EAST
•A
•Q J 6 2
•A 9 8
•Q 10 8 7 4

•10 7 5 2
*J 3 2
S01.111

41 14.1987i
•A 3
•K 4
•9 65
Vulnerable
Both
East The bidding

Dealer

East

South

West

i•

Pass

North
2*

Pass
Pass

241
44

PdPS

3.

All

Pass
Opening lead Club deuce

could concede a high trump
and claim his 10 tricks
If there's no reason for
delay, one should cash his
winners before they get
away

South holds

8-17-B

•A
V QJ 52
•A 9 8
•Q 10 8 7 4
South
North

ANSWER: One no trump.
Usually not chosen with a
singleton. However, that
choice is better than rebidding the weak clubs.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
PO Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

Man Charged
In Father's Death
FLEMINGSBURG, Ky.
(AP) - Johraly Wolfenbarger, 23, of Wallingford
has been charged in the
shooting death of his father,
state police report.
Wolfenbarger is being held
in the Fleming County Jail
pending an arraignment.
The victim, Elmer Wolfenbarger, 43, was shot during
at 11 p.m. Friday at the Harris Auction Barn, some 15
miles east of Flemingsburg,
officers said.

New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Nostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your now neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Phis a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
Ji'e1(')rne if agon
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
King 492-83-48

"That's the way
you want
it."
Men's or Ladies

2 Piece
Suits
each
1 Vest FREE per 1 suit

't

Coupon

Asyut 18-19-20

Dresses

One HOUR
DRY

99c

cLeaneRs

one

ow

CouPon
coupon 1nu81 Occomppny
EmPres 8 22 81

Central Shopping Corner
Opal 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Phase 7534525

Shirts 0,

901,,«,1

.5.5
5/ 22

Laundered and pressed
to perfection

Shirt prices good all week!

As one observer put it, ceited on my part."
But he does not deny it.
-When Carter was in office,
The relationship between
the pipeline ran from
Washington to Henderson to Carter and the Henderson
bank president began back
Frankfort."
in 1975 when the former
"I wouldn't want to con- Georgia
governor was stumfirm that," Sights said dur- ping the
nation prior to making a recent interview. ing
his formal bid for the
"That would sound too con- presidency.

Sights, who dabbled in
Democratic Party politics on
the local and state level, had
Carter as a houseguest.
Sights chaired Carter's
1976 primary and general
election victories in Kentucky. When Carter moved
into the White House, Sights
became THE men to know in

Several Little Known Breaks
Included In Tax Cut Package

Bid with Corn

Getting settled
made simple.

folded or on hangers

By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP)
- When Jimmy Carter was
president, and you were
from Kentucky and wanted
something from the federal
government, you made it a
point to get in touch with
Dale Sights.

By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) When Americans start figuring their 1981 federal income
Ca* bills, they'll find the new
tax law contains a lot of
breaks beyond the widely
publicized three-year cut in
personal rates.
There's a reduction for
two-earner families who
have endured the "marriage
penalty," a big cut in the
capital gains tax, a sharp
drop in the top tax rate for
upper-income investors and
a permanent reduction to
offset inflation.
The new law also offers a
larger credit for working
parents who need child care,
a new deduction for
charitable contributions,
bigger breaks for home
sellers and buyers, and a
new exclusion for Americans
who work overseas.
The broadest feature is the
three-year cut in tax rates,
phased in at 5 percent in
1981, 10 percent in 1982 and 10
percent in 1983.
Although billed as a 25 percent cut, the actual cummulative effect of these successfve reductions is a 23
percent net decline in, tax
rates by 1984. That is
because each successive
percentage reduction is computed from a smaller existing tax rate.
Under current law, tax
rates begin at 14 percent of
taxable income above $3,400
on a joint return and $2,400
on a single return. The rates
rise with income up to 70 percent on taxable incomes of
more than $215,400 on a joint
return and $108,300 on a
single retuo. A person's tax
rate or "biacketh refers to
the percentage at which his
or her last dollar of income is
taxed.
In 1984, as a result of the
tax cuts, the rates will begin
at 11 percent and reach a
maximum of 50 percent.
Here are two examples of
how the reductions will
work:
-A single person with a
taxable income of $16,000
now must pay $2,605 plus 30
percent on everything over
$15,000. In 1982, the tax falls
to $2,330 plus 27 percent on
everything over $15,000. In
1983, the tax is $2,097 plus 24
percent above $15,000, and in
1984, the tax falls to $2,001
plus 23 percent above
$15,000.
-A married couple with
taxable income of $29,000,
now pays $4,505 plus 32 percent on everything over
$24,600. In 1982, the tax falls
to $4,037 plus 29 percent on
everything over $24,600. In
1983, the tax is $3,656 plus 26
percent over $24,600, and in
1984, the tax falls to $3,465
plus 25 percent over $24,600.
For a typical single person
making $15,000 a year for the

next three years, the tax gradually until reaching 20 ly, people who sell their
reduction is worth a total of percent for incomes above homes have 18 months to
$1,086. A single person mak- $28,000. The maximum reinvest their profits in
ing $50,000 a year will save credit will increase to $2,400 another home in which they
$6,451.
per child and a total of $4,800 plan to live without paying
A typical one-earner fami- for two or more children.
capital gains tax. The new
ly of four making $30,000 a
-CHARITABLE CON- law extends the grace period
year will save $2,063. If they TRIBUTIONS: Currently, to two years. Also, the onemade $100,000 a year, the only taxpayers who itemize' time, tax-free capital gain
saving would total $12,607.
can deduct charitable con- for taxpayers aged 55 or
Here are deteils of the tributions. From
1982 older who sell their homes
other individual breaks in through 1986, everyone will will increase from $100,000 to
the new law:
be able to deduct contribu- $125,000. Both changes are
-UNEARNED INCOME: tions. The maximum deduc- retroactive to July 21, 1981.
The biggest and fastest rate tions will be 25 percent of the
-FOREIGN INCOME:
reductions will occur at the first $100 in 1982 and 1983, 25 Presently, Americans who
top tax bracket, a move that percent of the first $300 in earn income overseas can
will benefit the nation's 1984, 50 percent of contribu- deduct only part of their livwealthiest taxpayers. While tions with no limit in 1985 and ing costs. In 1982, they will
other tax rates will be 100 percent with no limit in be able to earn up to $75,000
lowered over three years, 1986. This provision expires without paying income taxthe maximum rate on after 1986.
es. The tax-free amount
dividends, interest and other
-HOME SALES: Current- rises to $95,000 in 1986.
forms of "unearned" income
will drop all at once in 1982,
from 70 percent to 50 percent.
-CAPITAL GAINS: The
maximum capital gains tax,
which is computed from the
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP)- brought in after the blaze
regular tax rates, also will Firemen battled a smokey, was extinguished to remove
come down sharply, from 28 two-alarm
blaze at smoke from the building.
percent to 20 percent, Louisville Veterans Hospital
retroactive to June 9. A Sunday night, but there were
capital gain is a profit made no injuries.
•
Smoke filled the eighth
from the sale of real estate,
stocks, bonds or other floor psychatric ward shortly after 11 p.m.,a fire official
assets.
-MARRIAGE PENAL- said, and although the paTY: Because the tax system tients were evacuated, it was
is progressive - which feared for a short time that
NEWPORT,Ky. AkJ — A
means the tax rate goes up at least two people might 6-year-old child, Tony Pearas income rises - the com- have been trapped.
son, has died from injuries
However, a search by received when a tree fell on
bined earnings of a working
married couple is taxed at a firemen using air packs him Thursday night.
higher rate than if the revealed everyone had been
The youngster was watspouses reported their in- evacuated safely.
ching John Bowling cut down
The fire was reported a large, old tree in the
comes separately as single
taxpayers. The new law will under control at 11:44 p.m.
backyard of Mrs. Hayes
narrow the penalty but not
Radioactive materials Smith, Bowling's mother-ineliminate it altogether. In were stored in one of the law.
1982, the lesser earning eight floor rooms, but
Heavy branches struck the
spouse can deduct 5 percent firemen said they had not boy when the tree suddenly'
of his or her income, with a been affected by the fire,
toppled in the opposite direcMajor David Wright of the tion of its anticipated fall,
maximum deduction of
$1,500. In 1983, the maximum Louisville Fire Department witnesses said.
deduction increases to 10 said the blaze apparently
He was treated at St. Luke
started in the waiting room Hospital's intensive care
percent, up to $3,000.
-INFLATION INDEX- lounge on the eighth floor, unit for head injuries, multiING: Starting in 1985, in- The cause of the fire was not pie fractures and internal income tax brackets, the stan- immediately determined,
juries, a hospital spokesman
Ventilation equipment was said, but died Friday.
dard deduction and personal
exemptions will be adjusted
:•:•:•:•:•••••••:••••••••••:•:•••••••••••••:•:.:.:
annually for increases in the
consumer price index. The
idea is to prevent people
from being pushed into
higher tax brackets when
their income rises by no
more than the rate of inflation. Because of past inflation, the government has
been taking a larger share of
some taxpayers' income
even though their purchasing power has not increased.
-CHILD CARE: Starting
in 1982, working parents will
be able to claim a larger tax
credit for child care expenses. Currently, parents
can deduct 20 percent of the
cost up to $2,000 per child
and a total of $4,000 for two
or more children. Under the
Men's or Lades'
new law, parents making
$10,000 or less can deduct up
to 30 percent of the cost; the
percentage will come down

Two Alarm Blaze Hits
Veterans Hospital

Six-Year-Old
Dies Of Injuries
Received In Fall

Kentucky.
We dealt with everything
from grants to federal housing projects to appointment
of Kentuckians to 100th birthdays and 50th anniversary
acknowledgments to getting
some naval person off of a
ship in the Mediterranean to
see a sick father." Sights
remembers.
He spoke with White House
daily. There were monthly
trips to Washington, often
more. 'I was consumed by
it," Sights admits.
There were, of course,
others with connections in
Washington. Former Gov.
Julian Carroll was considered close t9 Carter. The
state's congressional delegation could handle problems.
But Sights was the man with
the White House pipeline.

gate there at the White
House."
Sights says he is now content to tend to his banking
business. He still dabbles in
politics, but the heady days
of White House conferences
are gone.
At 40, Sights is still a very
young man in the political
game. He has been mentioned for governor. "Me and
everybody else," he laughs.
What he calls the ':whirlwind" of the past several
years has quelled his ambition,for the moment."I very
honestly do not have any interest-at this point-in active politics as a manager of
another's effort or being a
candidate myself," he
claims.
There was glamour, he admits. But he paid a price in
privacy. "Sometimes, you
feel enclosed," he said.
He would go through it all
again. "Absolutely," he
grins."But I don't miss it."

Sights managed Carter's
1980 campaigns. The president even made a July visit
to Sights' home in tiny
Robards, Ky. for a barbeque. Sights calls the visit the
"highlight" of his relationship with the former president.
The relationship continues.
got a telegram
from him this morning,"
Sights said, "asking me to
join him in his office to plan
an administration reunion."
But the relationship is
changed. "I've been back to
Washington one time and
that was for a banking conference,"
Sights
remembers. "It was
somewhat of a different feeling to drive down Pennsylvania Avenue and not be
able to turn in the northeast

We've
got
the
Shield
For your
Life • Health
Home•Car•Farm
• Business
SHELTER INSURANCE
See
DAN McilUTT
522W. Maio
(Old Wier" Neel 11169)
753-0445
—
Aidierses Sec:0m

REGISTRATION
August 18th, Tuesday
4-8 p.m.
.Recreational Program
*Competitive Program
•Cheerleading Tumbling
X
753-0129 MURRAY
Hwy.641 N. GYMNASTIC
CENTER
1.1

Boone's Cleaners
Continues Their
50th Anniversary
Celebration

Enjoy Boone's Cleaners 50 Year Tribute
To High Quality Cleaning and Save Money

2PC.SUITS

SHIRTS
Laundered
Folded or on Hangers

$299

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker

Ea.
No Limit WIt Ceapos
Present Coupon WWII Yee Bring Cleenieg
Carpets Good Thre Aug. 29th, 1981

Of The Murray Chiropractic Center
903 Sycamore

Announces
The Following Changes of Office Hours
Effective Aug. 17,1981
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., 8:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Thurs. 8:30 a.m.-12:00 0.m.
Sat. by Appointment Only 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Call 753-9909 For Appointment

C.011PON

DRESSE
S
(Plain)
$2
99
to.
Ila Umft With Corpse
Presage Coops* WW1 Yee Icing Cleaving
Comes Geed Tbni Aug. 2916, 1981

753-2552

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
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Present Ceepon Whoa Yee Moo Clowning
Coupon Good are Aug. 29th, 1981

Ea.
(Except For, Suede or Luther)
Me Until With Carpool
Preseet Coopen WItee Yoe Brig Menial;
Comma Geed Thee Aug. 29111, 1981

BO NE'S
LAUNDRY At CLEANERS
"The Cleaners Interested In You"

""WirtimeleMPORNir

753-2552

North 12th
603 Main

_
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Program Designed To Offer
Training In Retail Business
A short-term program has
been designed to prepare
personsfor positions in retail
business through the combined efforts of vocational
education and the CETA
Displaced Homemakers
.Center.
The class will begin at the
Marshall County Area Vocational Center at 9 a.m. Friday, Sept. 4, with an
organizational meeting. Actual class time will begin
Tuesday,Sept.8.
The class will involve an
orientation for retail
business, job-skill training
typing, bookkeeping,
cashier checking, banking,
and personnel management), and on-the-job training.
Limited slots are available
displaced
the
for
homemakers. These are
CETA eligible persons who
have lost their main source
of income through divorce,
abandonment, a spouse who
has become disabled or
widowhood and are now
heads of households and finding employment difficult.

Those who feel they are
displaced homemakers and
are interested in employment in the retail area may
contact Kathy Burton,
Paducah Community College at 4424131,extension 53.
The remaining slots will be
filled by persons seeking
training in the retail

Navy Ensign Judith A.
Hudder, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Gerald D. Hudder of
1704 Calloway Ave., Murray,
has been commissioned in
her present rank upon
graduation from Officer
Candidate School(O(S).
OCS, located at the Navy
Education and Training
Center, Newport, R. I., is
designed to prepare students
to assume the duties and
responsibilities of commissioned officers.
During the 16-week course,
candidates studied the principles of leadership, manpower management techni-

2 Picnic
pest
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
3 Spire
N T
MEANT
4 Ptague
BART
S
5 One
TI
many
A
A
A
6 Expert
7 Lake Indian
A
A
8 Soak
0
A
9 Closes
A
A
10 Man's name
A
I.
11 Unwanted
A
A
plant
•
A
16 Army off.
A
A
18 Preposition
L.
A
R
20 Lessen
A
E
E
22 Fishing spear
Cattle genus 23 Century plant
Everyone
25 Cuts short
36
44
Cardboard
27 Hail
37 Rinks
45 Scale note
box
28 The present 39 Vehicles
47 Paddle
29 Preposition
29 Sound a horn 41 Wireless
49 Legal
3' Enemy
30 Is in debt
42 Teen
matters
32 Near
34 Coloring
problem
50 Ocean
Siberian river
sticks
43 Den
53 Pronoun
34 Farm animal
:2
3 4
iii
5 8 7 8
gill 12
35 Iron symbol
36 Begs
38 Fish eggs
39 Mountain
III
III
pass
40 Sun god
41 Rodents
42 Too bad!
44 Prime time,
in a way
46 Funny picture
48 Aromas ,
insect egg
52 Turkish
regiment
54 Arrow poison
55 Bitter vetch
49
48
56 RernaWvier

-

16
:

17

0

24 Exist
25
26
27

Station

0

0

0

ques, navigation and communications. They additionally studied Navy
history, traditions and missions; the structure and
organization of naval commands; military courtesy;
uniform
regulations;
seamanship; and the
Uniform Code of Military
Justice.

Six Named To
Mansion Committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Thursday named six
members to the new Governor's Mansion Commission.
The commission was
created by the 1980 General
Assembly to provide continuing attention to the
maintenance,furnishing and
repairs to the executive
mansion.
Members of the commission are: Diffinan Rash,
Louisville; Dr. Branham
Baughman, Frankfort; Mrs.
Richard Cooper, Somerset;
state curator William Floyd,
Frankfort; William Buster,
Frankfort, director of the
Kentucky Historical Society
and Milton Thompson Jr.,
Frankfort.

Pit

33

37 Greek peak
DOWN
1 Dance step

All inquiries should be
made by Sept. 3. There will
be a $5 registration fee for all
persons in the program.

Hudder Commissioned

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Time gone by
5 Hebrew
measure
9 Seed
12 Poker stake
13 Journey forth
14 Summer,in
Pans
15 One way to
get to second
Locate
19 Landed
property
21 Walk wearily
22 Stare

business area. These persons may call Beverly
Nance, Marshall County
Area Vocational Center at
5274548.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
home-delivered
copy of Tbe Merrily ledge( I limes by
received their

530 p.m. Mondoy-Fridoy or by

3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to coil 751191i between 5:311.11sod h p.m Haley am.frAbr. W
3: pA. A14 p.m. Waders,
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed byl p.. weelcdOyS 01'1 p.a. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Menet ledeer Tinesore 1 a.o. h S pa.. Monday
through Friday and I a.m. le Oak
Soturdays.

Tears of loneliness
fill my eyes as I
think of you.

AREN'T PRICES
AWFUL THESE
DAYS?

THEY
SURE
-ARE

NOBODY
GETS
THEIR
MONEYS
WORTH

PAS

EVERY -ORY IS SALE DAY
I. Legal Notice
A periodical settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Katherine Deaton, Committee for Modest Brandon,
Incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before August
26, 1981, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodical settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Don Gene Murdock,
Guardian for RayAnn Murdock, Minor Child. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before August 26, 1981,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A periodical settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Grover W. Page, Trustee
for Cheryl D:an Pierce,
Trust. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before August 26,
1981, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Charles William Thompson,
Guardian for Bradley Alan
Thompson, Minor Child. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before August 26, 1981,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Harry Haneline, Executor of
.the estate of Helen
Haneline, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before August 26, 1981,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Mahlon Derrington, Executor of the estate of Lillie
D. Chambers, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before August 26, 1981,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
TEARS!

[legal Notice
As of 15th August 1981, I,
Henry Marchese, will not be
responsible for any debts
other than my own.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the Calloway
District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.
Ruth Saunders Trevathan,
406 Sycamore St., Murray,
DECEASED. Pat
KY
Trevathan, Rt. 4, Murray,
KY ADMINISTRATOR. John
A. Gregory, Jr., 204 S. 6th
St. Murray, KY ATTORNEY.
John T. Stafford, Rt. 5, Box
694, Murray, KY DECEASED. Joseph Matthew
Gibbons, Rt. 6, Murray, KY
EXECUTOR. Donald A.
Jones, 509 Main St., P.O.
Box 323, Murray, KY
ATTORNEY.
Scottie Hart, Puryear Nursing Home, Puryear, TN
INCOMPETENT. Bank of
Murray, Trust Department,
Murray, KY COMMITTEE.
Robert 0. Miller, Courthouse, Murray, KY
ATTORNEY.
Dorothy W. Miles, 1304
Pegg Ann Dr., Murray, KY
DECEASED. Bob L Miles,
1505 Oxford Dr., Murray,
KY EXECUTOR. Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse, Murray,
KY ATTORNEY.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.

2. Notice
MR SALE
Meet lock ponies, by tits
106 bop, bog or 4 begs wil
net brook down to mast
ornsonts. Geo/ selection of
dotes b "better" category
col 753-8231 from 2-4
p.m. end 7-19 p.m. Memday tiro Sot. Moss or.
I..... for sob
kooks stet. hi
yaw wholesale slily deniers welcome.

SPECIAL
SMITH & WESSON
Costoadzed by Power
Costow bd. Mo. 44
Cal. Mew. 8"
Barrel
$995.00
Silver

a sad
Pawl.Shop
ample Muse
Open am.te I p.m
753-7113

Liquidation Sale. Nostalgia
Nook Antique Shop. All
merchandise ki off. Furniture, primative General
Store glassware, and etc.
Hwy. 68, 1 mile south of
Fairdealing. 354-6306.

101111 ElliSSIFIEDS1I

2. Notice

(or Tvf StUdIO

6. Help Wanted
$180 Per Week Part Time
at
Home.
Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages,
experience unnecessary.
Call 1-716-842-6000. Ext.
.5112.
Auto Mechanic, must have
1 to 2 years experience.
Hand tools required. Good
pay and benefits. Apply at
Murra Datsun.
I Wu ware

Wert your ma beers.
MAC needs several
In veer ern to offer
be of toys, gifts sod
decor Ness se the
9144. lies ce•N. brosnneet,
arise or colociinp. Car
phew needed. She
perties. Cail tel
: 1-800-553-9077, or
e: Will-MAC, 801
Street, Dribenes,
$2901.

HELP WANTED. $219.00
weekly average work.rng part
or full time. Weekly
paychecks mailed directly
to you from Home Office.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary. Work
at home. National company. All ages. Details and
application sent. Send your
name and address to: Bond
Industries, Kendall& Texas
78027..
Need a job? Qualifications:
16-21 years of age, no high
school diploma or GED,
unemployed, a school
dropout for at least nine
months. Call Dan Walker,
Job Coordinator; Nicki
Blanchard, Counselor, 7539378. Calloway County
YETT Program.
Teacher needs babysitter in
her home, mornings. Call
753-0497.
Wanted:
Experienced
Shingle Roofer, 20-30 yrs.
old. Able to put on at least
2 sq. per hour. Must be
reliable, dependable, and
hardworking. Pay $6.00 to
?? per hour, depending on
abihty. Contact Phillips
Roofing, 489-2477.
Wanted: mature individual
to care for two children,
ages 1 and 3, four days per
week, in my home. Salary
negotiable. Experience and
references mandatory. Interested persons apply tc
Box 1040-M, Murray.

Floating duck blind,
12x26', steel construction.
Bargain.
1972 Caprice 850. Green.
Black interior. AM, tilt
wheel. Call 753-5281.
For Sale: Approx. 900
unused brick. $60.00.
Phone 753-3895.
For
sale, A complete
darkroom; includes Omega
8-66 enlarger, Omega
timer, Bogen proeasel, and
others. Also, 35 mm
Minalto
lens.
Call
759-4888. Monday, call
after 6 p.m.
Odyssey II TV game with 2
cartridges. 2 months old.
Must sell. Asking $150. Zig
Zag sewing machine, $45.
753-7812, Keep trying.
Office equipment, used.
Apeco Super-stat copier.
$300. Call 153-0757.

AM/FM stereo, with turn
table and cassette. Call
753-1499.
RCA color TV. 759-1997.

16. Home
Furnishings
Couch, chair, recliner,
delux ping pong table,
antique Oak dining room
suite. Call 489-2771.
King size water bed. John
Cichowski, Rt.2, Box 193,
Buchanan, TN 38222.
Two small tables. One
Marble top, one Cherry. Call
after 5:00, 753-0778.
Wallpaper Close-Out. Over
3000 rolls in stock.
Prepasted-strippablescrubbable. Values to
- $13.95, single roll. Now
$4.99 single roll. The
Sherwin Williams Company.

17. Vacuum
Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service. Tony Montgomery.
753-6760.

19. Farm Equipment
2 Scaffold wagons. Call
after 4:00p.m., 435-4305.
Massey Ferguson 4-10
combine. Both headers.
Good condition. 492-8989.
Omaha 12 ft. grain bed
with hoist. 753-4503.
1966 Mac Tractor truck,
excellent condition. Call
345-2861.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical

Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

Clarinet for sale. Call
753-8895. .
For Sale: Flute, used less
than 4 years. Phone
753-3895.
Woodson lead guitar amp,
with two 12" speakers.
Fender bass cabinet with
two 15" speakers and
acoustic 150-B head. 7591507 after 7 pm.

9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

11. Instructions

12. Insurance
WANT TO
WEAR MY NEW
Pi4IL06OPS-IY
OF LIFE?

26.111-Radio

7. Storage Btdgs.

GUITAR LESSONS. RockJazz-Country- All styles. For
beginners and advanced
players of all ages. Chuck's
Music Center. 753-3682.
Piano lessons-Classes for
the very young, ages, 4-6.
Opening for older beginners
and adults. Call Karen
Greer, 759-4410 for
appointment.

HE SURE GETS
A LOT FOR
A PENNY

15. Articles For Sale

PAFA INSURANCE CO

JIM FAIN
AGENT

PIANOS-ORGANS
Tow complete
Keyboard Dealer

Salos-Rontals
Music Lessons

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23. Exterminating

14. Want To Buy
What we do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.

SPECIAL
Smith & Wesson
Model 429 Stabloss
Col.
Steel 44
gloiwoii. NI target
prosoatiaioa. Tbe eidy
sae la Calloway Cow
rf•

$615.00

THE CATS WILL TAKE

_

CARE

OF THAT SHARK. E.14OuGH
F0017 FOR A WEEK.

Sher IL
Gold Pawn
Shop
Myopic Pine
9000ihin. to 8 p.a.
753-7113

SADA& Found
black and
Last, two
tat beagles, 1 male and 1
female, in Colo-Kidney
aret Wearing collar, which
has wrong phone no. Call
404885 after 6 p.m.

Rd Weed.

Exercise bicycle, in good
condition. Call 753-7582.

15. Articles For Sale
2 Captain's chairs, with
swivel base; 1 sofa bench
-seat for van; Hoover vacuum
canister, $25.00; Encyclopedias. $50.00. Call
753-2226.
A topper camper for long
wheel base truck. Radial
arm saw. 492-8204.
BODY SHOP EQUIPMENT
Kansas jack frame puller
with porta-power and
attachments, $350.
2-wheel dolley for towing
wrecked vehides, $350.
Flat bed trailqr, with 8"
tires, S100.
Ten hp. Case garden
tractor, hydrostatic drive,. 8750.
_Four 36". timescont,liglds,
$10 each.
Call 382-2832 anytime. _
Firewood • "
'bider __now- and -burn
semood wood this winter.

411471i

Kelley's Termit
8, Pest Control

34.
A E

$2,1
GoN
753.
Wee
5 Rc
med
bloc
cam
Ave.
at
753.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
1971 12x64' 3 bedroom,
11
/
2 bath. Newly carpeted
throughout. Call after S.
7534469.
1974 mobile home, excellent condition. Central heat
and air. Call 436-2944 after
51975 Mobile home in
excellent condition, 12x60.
Central heat/air, stove,
refrig., washer & dryer. 1
bedroom with expanding
living room or 2 bedroom.
$6000.00. Located at B-3
Fox Meadows. 753-6979 or
759-4066.

For
tbe I
ate t
can
call.4
For
bed n
516
Adan
Hous
furni
MSU
p.m.
Two
hous
ramp
Kitch
nishi
depo
2484

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
2 or 3 bedroom, completely
furnished, new furniture
carpet, airand
conditioning, C,ablevision,
natural gas, central heat.
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
753-5209 or 753-2876.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home. For more
information, call Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898.
For Rent: MOBILE HOME
SPACE, Near University on
Bailey Road, Mobile Home
Village, Phone 753-3895.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call'
489-2611.

Th
2

rn
St

29. Heating-Cooling

R4

Cc

We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.

C4
Fil
Ti

30. Business Rental
Mimi
Warelseese
Store.* Sims
For Root
753-47511

32. Apts. For Rent
1 Bedroom furnished apartment, newly decorated,
air-conditioned,
low
utilities. Located in New
Concord. Call 436-5401
between 9am and 12pm,
6pm and 9pm.
2 Bedroom apartments in
attractive setting. Carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer and dryer
hookup. 753-7559 or 7537550.
Apartment for rent; upstairs
private entrance, 2 BR.,
furnished. 2 blocks from
MSU. Call 753-8250 after 4
p.m.
College girl looking for
roommate to share expenses. Will have own room
in 3 bedroom trailer.
Paducah. 442-7694, 8 till 5
only.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment. Private entrance, wall to wall carpet.
Call 753-7418.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
One Bedroom apartment,
north of Murray. Stove,
refrig., water furnished.
CA.753-5410.

•

kw WS*

MUV-CAL
APARTMENTS
1,3 3 bedroom wits from
$185.11 In et Now
Supped let Newly co
*wad metal heat led ai,
omelet *be enhances.
011ke Nun Nat-Fri. HO1211 Nat
Redhead Sr.
Nem Ky.
5112-759-49114
teed NOS* Oberbally

PI*. 753 /914

24. Miscellaneous
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS,
and TRUCKS available.
Many sell under $200! Call
312-742-1143 Ext. 2641
for information on how to
purchase.

26. TV-Radio
RECORDS
TAPES
LARGEST SELECTtON
LOWEST PRICES

CLAIM'S
Opus

740 p.m.

One bedroom furnished
apartment in lakefront
house, with boat ramp.
Panorama Shores. References and deposit requested. 436-2484.
One bedroom apartment,
furnished, including all
utilities. Student prefered.
West Main near 18th.
753-3984.
Small furnished apartment.
Married couple only, no.
pets, no children. See at
407 S. 8th.

33. Rooms for Rent
Kitchen and laundry
facilitiei Call 7594538.

.34.lions For Rest
3 Bedrooms, kitchen op
• "limas,$225. 163-$895.

"7
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34. Houses For Rent 34. Houses-Rif-Rift 43. Real Estate
3, Bedroom brick house,
$2t0 month, small deposit.
Good subdivision
Call
753-8300; ask for Joyce.
Weekends, 753-8582.
5 Room house, 2 bedrooms,
medium to large rooms. 1
block West to college
campus 1618 Calloway
Ave. $125 month. Inquire
at 500 Kentucky Ave
753-4701.
For rent Large house near
the University. With separate upstairs apartment you
can sublet. If interested.
call 753-5870.
For rent Sept. 1, 1981, 3
bedroom brick house at
516 South 13th St. Aubrey
Adams, 753-6388.
House for rent, 4 BR.,
furnished, 1 block from
MSU. Call 753-8250 after 4
p.m.
Two bedroom lakefront
house with garage and boat
ramp, in Panorama Shores.
Kitchen appliances furnished References and
deposit requested. 4362484.

Country home in New
Concord. Call 436-2498

36. For Rent Or
For Lease
For Lease 2 Bdrm duplex
apartments cmtal heat/air carmallegi and wife
or
Of teacher
Call
492 6850 or 753-8067 "
Four-car shop for rent
Phone 753-8606 or 753:
9997

37. Livestock-Supplies
All kinds of milk goats for
sale 436-5655, or 4892495.

38. Pets-Supplies
Registered Pointer puppies
Champion blood lines Call
474-2277 between noon
and 5 p.m.

40. Produce
Apples, Red & Yellow
Delicious,
Courtland,
Grimes Golden. Cider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. 489-2467.
Watermelons. LT. Pete
Valentine, 1-901-642-4439.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

••

43. Real Estate

At Pine Bluff Stores
we have listed this
neat mobile home
and lot for only
$6,000.00. Price includes majority of
furniture. All new
water pipes. Owner
will consider private
financing.
ROBERTS REALTY

E XCELLENT
LAKEFRONT HOME - No.
MI - % ACRE M/L. Inchides ruce boat house with
electric winch to pull boat
from lake. Boat dock with
ramp. On blacktop road
with service routes by IN
ft. on lake. Hillside tract of.
fen excellent views. Oak
shade, flowers, shrubs,
garden area. 2-story home
sports 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
carpeting,
basement,
woodstove, window air conditioner, electric heat, good
insulation,
community
water, TV tower, Glassed
and screened porches. 12:x20
family room. Detached
garage. Home is in excellent
condition. A fantastic opportiuuty for the price of
$59900.

2-ta

Sycamore
Nam,ky.
753-1651

Netv Listing
Three bedroom brick,
1/
1
2 baths, central
heat and air, wood
deck, carport.

STROUT REALTY
Joe L. Kennon Broker
1912 Coldwater lid.

753-0186(Anytime)

Owner financing, two
bedroom house on
large lot. 12 miles
west on 94.

FOR RENT
Three bedroom, 2
bath house for rent,
1315 Olive Blvd. $375
per month.

753-9M0
•

Li
SlAt'
,
dill
& PROPERTY MANAG MINT

Home or business for
rent call
Skeet Waldrop
Real Estate

Your family can enjoy the
privacy of this large wooded
back yard with lots of trees
shading a red wood deck as
well as have room for all in
the 3 large bedrooms, living
room, and wide spacious
kitchen. Extra income is
provided by the inconspicuous apartment with its own
private deck. Be the first to
see this lovely home. Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

307 North Mali Street
Beaten, Kentucky 42025
10:00 A.M.
There*, Myst 20, 1981
OFFKE EQUIPMENT
2 Office Arm Chairs, Orange Vinyl Couch with 3
matching chairs, Block Vinyl Couch with chair,
Straight Chairs, Side Chairs, 4 Metal Desk,
Realistic Stereo Radio with speakers, 1 Electric
Calculator, CB Radio, Metal Table, 3 two-door
oesiroble location for
Metal Cabinets, 2 Typing Tables, 4 Adding
home or office.
-ither
Machines, Manual Typewriter, 2 4-drawer File
a 4 bedroom
have
e
Cabinets, 2 2-drawer File Cabinets, I Fireproof
near.12th and
ome
File Cabinet, Cash Register, Black and•White TV,
ycamore. Gas heat
Ticket Machine, Folding Chairs, Bottle Drink
and central air conMachine.
ditioning. Priced to
SHOP EQUIPMENT
sell.
Metal Parts Bins, Ports, Old Service Manuals,
John C.
Bear Tru-Toe Alignment Machine, 3 Small Flood
Neubauer
Center,
Grease
Balancer,
Wheel
Spin-type
Jacks,
Real Estate
Oil Change Equipment, Sioux Air-Impact Wrench,
1111 Sycamore
Chicago Pneumatic Air Chisel, Flood Stands, Misc.
753-0101/7531
Wheels, I lot GM Special Tools, Air Saner,
Vibrating Sander, Heod Light Aiming Kit, Snap-On
imimmi.
Porde= & Theriomn
Engine Tester, Marquette Dyna-Vision Tester, l
Insarance A
Grinder,
Sears '2hp Bench Grinder, Sioux Valve
Real Estate
Chain Hoist, 17 Ton Bearing Press, 2 Gunk
Seatbside Court Sq.
Cleaning Tanks, Battery Charger, 3 Transmission
Morrill, Kentucky
Jocks, 2 36" Exhaust Fans, Brooms, Smith
753-4451
Jack,
Bumper
Hydraulic
Torch,
and
Gauges
Several Cases Oil, Air Conditioner pumpdown cen/
2-ton Jack,
ter, 3 5-ton Weaver Jocks, 1 21
aluadio
Several cases Anti-Freeze, Shop Vacuum, Motor
Stand, Gas Buggy, 2 Fiberglass Truck Bed Liners,
Wheel Balancing lead, 5 hp Air Compressor,
753-1222
Timing Light, Vice and Work Table, Spark Plug
Homes FOR 1JVII1G
Cleaner, 24" Exhaust Fan, 5 Fire Extinguishers,
HOUSE AND 80
creepers, Obsolete Car Parts, 2-wheel Dolly.
ACRES
Also selling I lot of diesel truck ports and
Just
listed,
this attools.
tractive remodeled 3
Terms: Cash, Cashier's Check or Bank Letter
bedroom home and
of Credit, No Exceptions, unless a registered
80 acres located 13
perour
sale
buyer at our auctions and known by
miles northwest of
sonnel.
Murray. Land inSole Conducted by
cludes several acres
JAKE DROWN AND ASSOCIATES
of good timber and
MINN AND REAL ESTATE
approximately 30
P.R. Ilex 7729
acres tendable. OfPaducah,Kentucky 42001
fered at only $62,500
Phelan 442-9762
J.M. Brews,Aactimeer
through Kopperud
asod 5544429
and Real Estate Seeker
Realty,711 Main.

43. Real Estate

Uncle JetI
Coator
759.1707

If Mobile Homes is your
choice, we have many to
choose from: '69 2 bdrm., 1
bath. $4200. '71 2 bdrm.,
1 bath on nice shaded 1•2
acre, $8900. '74 2 bdrm., 2
bath, $5500. '75 2 bdrm..
2 bath on 34 acre, $13,700.
'79 double wide on nice
shaded lot. $17,750.
Call Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724. .

753-1222

1976 Honda, 550 4-cyl
Electric start, turn signals,
crash bar, sissy bar, manual
0
cruise control, with 2
helmets. Exc. condition
753-1222j$1200.
759-1465
HOMPS FOR UVIIR.

lip

RDAY'S
CHARM WITH TODAY'S CONVENIENCES
A lovely well-kept
older home on a corner lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal
dining room,sun porch, 2 baths and a full
basement. Large living room with
fireplace and gas
logs. Modern kitchen All this plus a
nice two bedroom
garge apartment on
the back of the lot for
potential income to
help fight inflation.
Mid $60's. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty.
NEAR
UNIVERSIT
Very attractive brick
home on quiet stree
near the University.
New heat pump
heating and cooling
system, fireplace in
den. Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered in
the $40's. Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

Appraisals - Council
big - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

'___ Homes FOR LIVN1G

Jun COMP
And ready for a new
owner.
Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and two
car garage. Located
in new development
adjacent
to
Gatesborough. Immediate possession
and priced in the
$60's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,for
all the information.
NEW LISTINGCANTERBURY
Neat and attractive 4
bedroom, 2it bath
home with den,living
room and formal dining room. Tastefully
decorated home and
beautifully
landscaped lawn. Garage
converted
to
gameroom. Attractive assumable loan.
Offered in mid $70's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
ale

The
Triangle Inn
Opening

Under New and
Better Management
Come and See

The Changes

Josephine Wolf

47. Motorcycles

Hemmed In? The
open spaciousness of
this one floor plan
makes the kitchen,
dining area, and living room practically
one huge room with
beamed cathedral
ceiling and indirect
lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a
quiet separate wing.
Add 1 and 34 baths.
This home has an
assumable
loan...priced in the
low 40's. Call 7531492. Offered by Century 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

ConiuGe
LORETTA JOBS, REALTORS

1200 Sycamore
Murray. Kentucky 42071
15021 753-1492

44. Lots For Sale
11
/
2 acre wooded lot: has
septic tank and well. Call
753-8491.
For sale: 16 acres- 13
woods, 3 pasture 7 miles
from Murray on 121 S
753-6265.
For sale, lot at 1713
Holiday. 753-6265.
Lot for sale or trade. in
Maple Woods Estates subdivision; 1 mile east.
$3750.00. Will trade for
auto., pickup or motorcycle
of equal value.Call 3822832, Grove County.

46. Homes For Sale
3 Bedroom frame house,
large lot, located at 1008
Olive. Call 753-9775 or
inquire at 1011 Olive St.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms. built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. • Must see to
appreciate.
For sale by owner, six room
brick use- 2 bedrooms,
on corner lot,
gar
In quiet re78x18
siden ial neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.
House and lot, on Coles
Campground Rd Call 7530412 or 753-7636.

1979 Honda Odyssey Call
436-2540
1980 YZ-250 Good condition Sale or trade for 3
wheeler 759-4712 after 6
1981 ATC-200 Honda 3
wheeler. Call 492-8425

48. Auto. Services
Import Auto Salvage Used
parts for most Imports Call
474-2325

49. Used Cars
1972
Gremlin.
Airconditioning, new tires, 6
cyl. $800 or best offer.
767-4779.
1973 Chevelle Malibu, with
mag wheels. $1000. Call
435-4294.
1975 Lincoln 4 door, fully
loaded, all power. Rebuilt
engine tias 1200 mdes on
it. Good condition. Has
some rust. $1500. 7591465.
1978 Pontaic Grand Prix,
AM/FM 8-track, automatic,
air, low mileage. tilt
steering, $4950.00 Call
753-6660 or 753-6162.
1979 Chevette, automatic,
air-conditioned. Excellent
condition, well taken care
of.
19.000
miles.
767-2555.
1979 Mazada RX-7, 5
speed, air, sun roof, 14,00
miles. Showroom condition;
only $9000. Call 753-3006
evenings.

Opens August 19, 1981

1972 Harley Davidson, fully
dreised $2250 00 2 Riles
in 121 S Trailer Court, in
2-story house
1977 Honda 750-F Good
condition. with windshield
and luggage rack. call
767-2758.

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

1972 Chevy Nova, 4 door
V-8, automatic, power
steering, air, velour seats
One owner $1450. Call
753-8124
1972 Chevy Pickup
C heyene Power brakes,
steering, air. Automatic.
Red and white. Mint
condition Call 492-8425.
1973 Datsun pickup, good
condition. Call 474-2325.
1973 Dodge Pickup 318.
standard shift with topper.
Nice truck, good condition
$1450. Call 753-8124.
For Sale or Trade. 1978
FON:1.
3 ton. Call 753-2571

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed
patio awnings and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873 Jack
Glover
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore.
Whirlpool.
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service. Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872 Bob's
Appliance Service, 202 S.
5th.
Air-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair Electrical
Work New or Repair. Call
753.-8
9585
26. or after 5 P M.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors

1980 Cougar XR-7. Power
brakes, steering, windows,
seats. AM/FM radio,
Michelin tires, automatic
overdrive transmission.
Loaded with options.
$6500. 437-4892.
70 Chevelle. Loaded with
high performance parts.
Call 436-5830 after 5.
76 Honda Civic, automatic.
Asking $1250. Call 4742267.
77 T-Bird, rose poly.
automatic moon roof. Good
condition. For more info.
call 762-2446 or 489-2379
after 5 p.m.
Good 1965 Mustang. kitomatic air and power. Good
tires. $1650.
1979 Dodge Omni. 0-24
package. air and power.
Great condition, great
m.p.g. $4400. Call _ 4892595.

1976 Triomph Spitfire
Convertible
PUNDON
OLDSMOBILE
POIMAC
CADILLAC
1406 W.Mã
753-5315

JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING. 24 hour service.
also instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and_ ___Iesadential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.
Carpet Cleaning. Clean.
odor free carpet: looks
better and lasts longer
Don't settle for surface
cleaning. Insist on steam
cleaning and get all the
dirt. Call Jeff's Carpet
Cleaning. Experienced. reliable. 753-9826.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping.
complete removal and
more. Call BONER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536.
Now open! Doug Jones
Electric, Airport Rd. Residential work. Guaranteed,
free estimates. Call 7539555.
Painting and Decorating.
Interior and Exterior, 10
years experience. I take the
time to do the Job right.
Call 759-1692.
Professional paperhanging.
painting, farm buildings,
top, sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
P & D Lawn Service.
Mowing, small tree and
hedge trimming. Free
Estimates. 436-2997.
Warning! Don't read this
unless .you're in need bf
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair.
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry. work
completely guaranteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2. Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Will do ironing in my home.
767-4381.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.

Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Elec18' Mark Twain boat. 165 tric. call 753-9104.
hp., inboard motor with
180 hours of use. Days. Air-conditioners, dryers.
washers, and freezers
753-6395 After 4, 753repaired. Call 759-1322.
6608
22' Venture sailboat. and Alexander Septic Tank
all equipment. $5200. Call Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
from your driveway. In436-5859.
dustrial, residential, or
Fiberglass bass boat, swivel commercial, 24 hour serseats, 1224 volt trolling vice. Call 753-5933.
motor, radio, 55hp Chrysler
All of your plumbing and
motor. Heavy duty trailer
air-conditioning needs. Also
$1800. Call 492-8425.
do carpentry. painting,
Novelty "Sea-Doo" let boat, roofing, and concrete. All
with Sears trailer. Unusual work done to satisfaction.
water craft. Priced to sell
753-9822.
Inquire- 0.8. Boone, 605 Asphalt
driveways and
Main,
parking lots sealed by
53. Services Offered Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
Aluminum Se-rvice roT
Concrete and block, brick
aluminum and vinyl.
work. Basements. drivetrim,
siding, custom
ways, storm cellars. porwork. References. Call
ches. 20 years experience.
Will Ed Bailey, 753753-5476.
0689.
E-xpert plumbing .service30 year's experienced car- Keane Plumbing & Heating.
penter work. Also; flue Serving Murray and West
KY area. Call 489-2846.
building. Call 436-2253.
Fence
sales at Sears now.
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases. Call _Sears. 753-2310 for
music centers, etc. free estimate for your
needs.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING For your DIRT and TOP SOIL
or vinyl siding and trim. needs, Call Roger Hudson.
Aluminum trim for brick 753-4545.
houses. Jack Glover, 753- Guttering by Sears, Sears
1873.
continuous gutters installed
GENERAL HOME REPAIR. per your specifications. Call
15 years experience carpen- Sears 753-2310 for free
try. concrete, plumbing, estimate.
roofing, siding, things Heating, refrigeration, and
around the home. Free electrical repair. Bob's
estimates! No job too small. Refrigeration
Service.
Call days 474-2359, 474- Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
2276
evenings. Dn 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart. 56. Free Column
weekends,
474-2276.
Free 6 week old mixed
K & K Stump Removal. Do
breed puppies. small dogs.
0•11*-11, Shiagas
you need stumps removed eforoaces. AN work
4 males, 2 females. and
from your yard or land
older female dog Call
t•rpol.
fries
cleared of stumps? We can
753-2504.
remove stumps up to 24"
Call 759-1059 or
Free kittens 753-1323.
below the ground, leaving
753-5763.
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Conssomity Center)
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. InSpecializing in Senior Citizens
stalling tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
Open Hours
doors ,and windows. Also
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
8-12 753-3685
estimates! No lob too
For Appointment
small! On weekends, call
474-2276.

'

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
I X
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

911

Poison
Control
753-7588

Police
911

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
5900
1212 alloin. Murray. 14.. 753,

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
4928983
Day
753 1150

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Quality Service
Company

Alestiem And Vinyl
mtrit7.
CRvesfterencr
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Loyd A. McClure

Murray-Calloway
Comity llospital

753-5131

47. Motorcycles

Proprietor

50. Used Trucks

Calloway Comity

Rescue Squad

753-6952

753-9290

TILD

Landscaping

Radio Cab
Company

let Professiestals
ataniarre yew lawn.
Commercial end
Residential Ian/scald* end lawn
eseintomme. Moons& Prwalmg - eati
Spraying. Prampt
Service, fre•
Estimates.

Taxi Cab
Service

436-2333

Heating and Air Con.
ditioning Sales; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal 6 Service
Departments

6 a. -Alidstight
Dips A Week

pRone

•

753-5351
or 753-5352

GENERAL
HOME
REPAIR
IS Tars oxporiasco; oorparry., camas, plomolmg,
loofa', Odin, tamp
1111111111111 ao amme. No ab
No swell free ortima0o.11

474-2359
Days
474-2276
WW1
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Mrs. Lena Wiley
Final Rites Held
Dies With Funeral For Mrs. Adams
Scheduled Tuesday The final rites for Mrs.
Mrs. Lena Hill Wiley of
Almo died Saturday at 11:50
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was stricken ill on
Wednesday at her home.
The deceased was67 years
el age and was the wife of
Carl 'Cowboy' Wiley who
died May 2, 1972. She was a
member of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church.
Born April 21, 1914, in
CallaWay County, she was
the daughter of the late
Samuel Hill and Florence
Tubbs Hill.
Mrs. Wiley is survived by
two daughters, Wilma Farnam, Atkins, Ark., and Mrs.
A. C. ( Brenda) Brower,
South Fulton, Tenn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Ben (Myree
Schroader, Dexter, and Mrs.
Nonie Brandon, Murray
Route 4; three brothers Milton and Paul Hill,
Paducah, and Bryan Hill,
Almo; seven grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
William Baldwin and the
Rev. Roger Joseph officiating, Leland Peeler as
soloist, and Terry Downey as
pianist.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy
Rutland, Gene Pritchett,
Polk Tyler, Terry Tyler,
Nicky Ahart, and Joe Brandon. Burial wili follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

P. N. Mahan Dies
At The Age Of 84;
Rites Held Today
P. N. 'Bill' Mahan, 84, of
Murray Route 8 died Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. He
was married Dec. 2, 1917, to
the former Myrtie Todd, who
died Nov.6, 1980.
The Calloway man, a
retired brick mason, was a
member of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church
and the Adult Sunday School
class of that church. He was
a 50 year member of Temple
Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born Aug. 13, 1897, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John C.
Mahan and Rhoda Jane Lee
Mahan. He was also preceded in death by two brothers,
J. L. 'Jake• Mahan in 1974
and Jim Mahan in 1967, and
three sisters - Mrs. Eunice
Herndon in 1953, Mrs. Nona
Rayburn in 1954, and Mrs.
Jessie Lee in 1971.
Mr. Mahan is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Hilton
iRuby Dell ) Hale, 900 Coldwater Road, Murray; two
sons, J. R. Mahan and wife,
Dot, Murray Route 8, and J.
C. Mahan and wife, Libby,
Murray Route 5; four grandchildren - Pam Young, and
John, James, and Ellen
Mahan; three step grandchildren - David, Tim, and
'Skip Ginn; six great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
A. H. McLeod officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
John and James Mahan,
Richard Young, and David.
Tim, and Skip Ginn. Burial
will follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.

Volunteers
To Begin Work
Sarah Lee Henson On Inmate Program
Dies At Hospital
EDDYVILLE,Ky.(API-

Sarah Lee Henson, 8 months old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Henson of Benton Route 4,died Saturday at
6:30 a.m. at Norton's
Children's
Hospital,
Louisville.
She IS survived by her
parents; grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Buel Scott, Sr.,
Warren, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Henson,
Palma; great grandmother,
Mrs. Gracie Tucker, Murray.
Rites were conducted by
H. B. Jones at the Price
Cemetery on Sunday at 4
p.m. The Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, was
in charge of the arrangements.

Ten volunteer inmates at a
munimum security prison in
Lyon County will begin
working Monday on state
highways as part of a pilot
project to find work for
prisoners.
The men, inmates at the
Western Kentucky Farm
Center near Fredonia, will
work five days a week performing tasks that regular
Department
Highway
employees have trouble fitting into their work day, according to Al Parke,
superintendent of the Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville. The state prison
will supply guards for the
project.
The inmates will be paid 80
cents an hour, with the
chance of working up to $1 a
day, according to John Duncan, superintendent of the
farm. Highway maintenance
workers average over $4 an
hour.

Rites Held Sunday
For Hestle Greer

Services Tuesday
For Albert Kipp

Mrs. Thurman Dies
Sunday; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday

One-Ton Pudding
Served As
Festival Ends

Service Sinai 1886"

95 Yours Of Sirvice
J.H. Churchill, Ronold Churchill, and now, grandson,
Tommy Walker hove provided a total of 95 years of
family service This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home to arrange dignified relioble services in your
time.pf need.

J.N. Churchill
Funoral Horns
1191 S. 3d

4
James, 19, were charged
with attempted extortion
along with Willis Brown,
said to be in his 50s and a
resident of the Fresno area.
The elder Birges and Hall
were booked for investigation of transporting explosives over state lines. Ms.
William was booked for investigation of extortion, conspiracy and transporting explosives, Ms. Beecher said.
"I'm tickled to death. This
is one heck of an anniversary
present," said Eldon Campbell, president of the resort,
which reopened May 13.
described
Campbell
Birges as a heavy player
who had lost thousand'
dollars. Others said he wa.
regular at the blackjack
table.
The Chronicle reported
that someone believed to be
close to the Birges family
had provided a tip and led

Town Welher-Ogrwar

753-11411

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
August 17,1401
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Raport.Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1377 Est 550 Barrows
Gilts 50 lower sows 5041 00 higher
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
ft 0041 50
Few at 11/01 75
150 0041 00
US 1-2 720-210 lbs
11302111lb..
611.7541_26
14975-50.75
US 0-3240-260 lb.
Sows
US 1-2 210-350 lbs
141.41042.40
142.11143.00
US 1-3 300450 lb.
143.041.0
US 14 460400 lbs.
13 14 511411 lb....501.111147.110
541.1041.110
Le 34 Y11.11112a.
Soars ref 043.0

American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
..
t
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
a
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heuplein
IBM
Jerico
K-mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's
b

cnr row

360.-4
374+4
51%-%
54104
21 one
14-61
27+ Afi
411,
14+%
Milne
11411-46
1.9% me
SA%
We
404611, Wks
We one
Me"
3114040
II"woe
'mime
1/%4411
ULU

agents to the Fresno area.
Yablonsky, who had led a
team of 50 FBI agents, was
quoted by the paper as saying, This thing came hard
all the way."
Birges is a landscape contractor and Hall is a contractor, officials said. The
Chronicle reported that the
FBI said Ms. William was a
probation officer in Frenso
County.
Resort owner Harvey
Gross and others along the
strip put up a $200,000
reward which grew to
$500,000.
--There are some 650 institutions of higher learning
in China, but there is room in
China's colleges for only
about 4 percent of the highschool graduates in any
year.

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Pick-N-Choice
Either
Truck $57700
For Only

Corrections & Amplifications 11

Dwain Tayior thovrolot inc.
753-2617

The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articIes.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 753-19113.

641 South, Murray

CASOIERAL OriCrfORs PRIOT3 DiVt11004

Enix Interior's
Golden Value II Sale

0

Funeral Is Held
For Mrs. Fulcher

Cottom Treated
At Hospital

Most power would remain
with district health boards,
which would devise and control programs and hire
district administrators and
medical directors, said
Allen.
All other employes would
remain under the state merit
system, he said.

Gambler,Others Charged
In Harvey's Casino Bombing

Judge Orders
New Election
For Mayor

Stock Market

"Continuous Family

way possible," he said.
Under the state plan, people would still get public
health services at county
health centers. Local officials would retain control
over local health taxes, and
a county could leave a
district at any time,
although it would face losing
some state health money.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- the district concept himself,
A controversial plan that but he seems to think its time
would combine several coun- may have come.
"This country has finally
ty health departments into
districts has state and local come to the realization that
health officials in Kentucky there are limits on public
money. Providing even
at odds.
The issue is whether in- limited services requires
dividual counties or multi- that they be given in the
county districts will operate most economic, practical
the state's county health
departments.
The creation of district
health departments can save
$1 million a year, according
to state officials. There
would be a better opportunity for local control and the
FRESNO, Calif. ( AP)- A
combining of the health
departments
would gambler who lost thousands
eliminate 300 jobs, the of- of dollars at Harveys Resort
Hotel-Casino in Nevada has
ficials contend.
Those who oppose the been charged with his two
plan, including local officials sons and three other people
and doctors, argue that it in the extortion bombing that
would result in a loss of local wrecked the resort a year
ago.
control.
One side of the casino on
For decades, the state had
120 county health depart- the glittering gambling strip
ments. All were operated by in Stateline, Nev., was blown
local boards of health under out during a remote-control
attempt to disarm the bomb
narrow state guidelines.
The state now has nine Aug. 27 after the resort
district departments that owners had agreed to pay
cover 37 counties. Of the 83 the $3 million extortion deRUSSELLVILLE, Ky.
counties not in districts mand. The payoff was never
(API - Special Judge
before this year, 32- or only made because no one showed
Thomas
of
Soyars
39 percent - have voted to up at the appointed place.
Hopkinsville has ordered
The bomb, which had been
join them.
that a new Democratic
State officials say that if wheeled into the building
primary election for
counties do not join districts disguised as office equipRussellville mayor be held in
by Aug. 31, the counties will ment, caused no injuries
November.
lose at least 25 percent of when it blew up, but it causThe judge upheld a motion
their state health funds in ed $12 million in damage,
Friday by Bobby Sawyer,
resort officials said.
the current fiscal year.
who was defeated in the May
Ellie Beecher of the
"We believe local people
Democratic primary
should have local control and Fresno County Sheriff's
mayorial race by opponent
local input," said Dr. Frank Department identified those
Ken Smith by only eight
Pitzer, chairman of the arrested as John Birges, 58,
votes.
Christian County Health of Clovis, a city adjacent to
In his decision, Soyars said
Fresno; the woman he lived
board for the past 10 years.
that only 30 persons were
Pitzer is also president of with, Ella Joan William, 47;
technically eligible to vote in
the Kentucky Medical and Terry Lee Hall, 25, of
the mayor's race in two
Association, which opposes Fresno. They were held in
precincts, but that a total of
the Fresno County Jail penthe district concept.
162 votes had been cast.
He said many small coun- ding arraignment today
He said the precinct ofties don't like the concept of before a federal magistrate.
ficers had improperly allowThe San Francisco Chronia district board because its
ed a few Republicans to vote
membership would be based cle reported today that FBI
and had failed to lock out the
agent Joseph Yablonsky said
partly on population.
voting machines to county
Pitzer said he doesn't like Birges' sons, John, 20, and
voters in the city mayor's
race.
The judge said both candidates could file to run
A story on Saturday's business page incorrectly
again in November,jand that
stated
that the Jones and Gray Upholstery Shop does
the race will be also be open
no furniture repair. According to the store owners, the
other
candidates.
to
shop does feature all types of furniture repairs. The
Smith said he plans to apLedger and Times staff apologizes for the error.
peal the decision.

Haru Hargrove Adams,
widow of Columbus Adams,
were held Saturday at 4 p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Jimmy Madding officiating and Mn.
Oneida White as organist
and soloist. Pallbearers were Fred
Broach, Willis Sanders,
Truman Turner, Ray
Broach, Ralph Morgan, and
Revel Hanehne. Burial was
in the West Fork Cemetery.
Mrs. Adams, 81, died
Thursday at 2:35 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include three
daughters - Mrs.. Clovis
Bazzell, Coldwater, Mrs.
Leon Parker, Kirksey Route
1, and Mrs. Myrna Rose,
Farmington Route 1; three
sons - Cody Adams, Farmington Route 1, Lowell The funeral for Mrs. Flora
Adams, Murray Route 1, and Harris, widow of Dewey
Earl Adams, Mayfield; two Harris, is being held today at
sisters, Mrs. Chiron Harris 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J.
and Mrs. Zettie Spillman; H. Churchill Funeral Home
brother, Wilson Hargrove; with the Rev. Truman
18 grandchildren; 17 great Sanders officiating, Wayne
Halley as soloist, and Mrs.
grandchildren.
Allene Knight as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Troy Vance, Otis Elkins, Joe
McClard, Don Wells, Windsor Tripp, and Keys Wells.
Burial will follow in the
The funeral for Hestle Williams Cemetery. Greer was held Sunday at 2
Mrs. Harris. 79. died Frip.m. at the chapel of the Linn
day at 1:50 a.m. at the
Funeral Home, Benton, with Westview Nursing Home.
the Rev. A. M. Johnson ofisr'one
She is survived-,
ficiating. Burial was in the
daughter, Mrs. Markie
Union Ridge Cemetery.
Ann Sparks, Scottsdale,
Mr. Greer, 80, retired Ariz.; two sons, Charles W.
farmer of Benton Route 5, Harris, Battle Creek, Mich.,
died Friday at 10:55 p.m. at and George D. Harris.
the Marshall . County Prescott, Ariz.; 12 grandHospital, Benton.
children; nine great grandHe is survived by his wife, children.
Mrs. Alice Greer; three
daughters - Mrs. Julia Harbut, Mrs. Ann Sadowski, and
Mrs. R.,. E. Guse,
Chicago,Ill.; three sons Dale Greer, Benton Route 1, Final rites for Albert J.
and Leonard and Elroy Kipp of 1001 Payne Street,
Greer, Chicago, Ill.; two Murray, will be held Tuessisters, Mrs. Alta York and day at 10 a.m. at the chapel
Mrs. Madie McElroy, Paris, of the Wappner's Funeral
Home, Mansfield, Ohio.
Tenn.; 22 grandchildren.
Burial will follow in the
Windsor Cemetery there.
Mr. Kipp, 66, died Friday
at 10:30 a.m. at his home.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Marjorie Kipp, Murray; one daughter, Peggy
Mrs. Rudolph ( Euple ) Kipp, Memphis, Tenn.; two
Thurman of 108 North Ninth sisters, Mrs. Lucille Gaber
Street, Murray, died Sunday and Mrs. Thelma Swank,
at 10:19 p.m. at the Murray- and two brothers, Paul and
FULTON, Ky. ( AP) - A
Edward Kipp, all of
Calloway County Hospital.
banana pudding was
one-ton
The Murray woman was a Mansfield, Ohio.
The family requests that served Saturday to an
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born Feb. 6, 1904, in expressions of sympathy estimated 10,000 people as
Calloway County, she was take the form of donations to the 19th Annual International Banana Festival came
the daughter of the late one's favorite charity.
a close.
to
Walter Outland and Siena
The feast followed a 10:30
Geurin Outland.
a.m. parade which climaxed
Mrs. Thurman is survived
the week-long event.
by her husband, Rudolph
The affair drew such
Thurman; two daughters, Final rites for Mrs. Orville
as Lt. Gov. Martha
notables
Mrs. Max lEuva Nell) ( Ruby ) Fulcher of 809 Hurt
Gibbs, 110 North Ninth Drive, Murray, were held Layne Collins, state
Street, Murray, and Mrs. Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Agriculture Commissioner
Chad )Betty) Stewart, 1207 chapel of the Max Churchill Alben Barkely III and
Dogwood Drive, Murray; Funeral Home with the Rev. Secretary of State Frances
one son, Charles R. Thur- William Cox officiating and Jones Mills.
The pudding feast was
man, Jr., 1101 County Cork Geraldine Baker as pianist
followed
by a 2 p.m. perforDrive, Murray.
and soloist.
mance by the Screaming
She is also survived by two
Pallbearers were Bill Self,
brothers, Elige M. Outland David and Roger Runyon, Eagles jump team from Fort
and John H. Outland, Jesse Arnold, Gene Banks, Campbell, officials said.
Maybe, Mich.; five grand- and Joey Muscarella. Burial
children; two great grand- was in the Elm
Grove
children.
Cemetery.
Funeral services will be
Mrs. Fulcher, 77, died
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at the
Mrs. Jessie L. Cottom was
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Murray-Calloway County treated at
the MurrayFuneral Home with burial to Hospital.
Calloway County Hospital
follow in the Murray City
She is survived by her hus- after being injured by a
Cemetery.
band, Orville Fulcher; four piece of pipe which fell from
Friends may call at the daughters Mrs. Elbert a passing truck Friday on
funeral home after 6 p.m. to- Martin, Murray
Route 3, U.S.641 in Hazel.
day ( Monday ).
Cottom was walking along
Mrs.
Larry
Cunningham,
--•
Murray, Mrs. Gene Banks, the roadway when the inciEast Alton, Ill., and Mrs. dent occurred.
Thomas Jackson, Provo,
Driver of the well drilling
Utah; three sons, Vernon ,ruck was Terry L. YarFulcher, Pontoon Beach, Ill., brough.
James Fulcher, Woodriver,
Ill., and Joe Fulcher,
Bethalto, Ill.; 21 grandchildren; 31 great grandPrices of stock of local interest at
11 a m , CDT, today, furnished to the
children.
Ledger & Times by
of Michigan,
One son, Dewey Fulcher, Corp . of Murray. areFirst
as follows
preceded his mother in Industrial Average
-2.116
Air Products
3113A-V.
death.

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Harris

Controversy Triggered By Plan
To Join Health Departments
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